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GENERAL STRIKE
IS THREATENED

By the consent of the people
of Paducere The Sun tuts the
largest circulation In the city
and county.
The average for
July was 4133 a days

Agitators Stirring l'p Work-

PADUCAH, KY..I FRIDAY EVENING.A UGUST 3. 190g.

WHISTLE BLOWING
POLICE CAN STOP
I.
Ordinance Committee Sees No

men in Se Petersburg.

•

WORK (no ART .PERItilf114.
9111an, .Austn.,4 :1.- The palof decorwtive art at 1.4e
,tan ri•fr,„Ackalk burned tide. lllllMItn.
Eng. The lows le, estheetee at
edeet5,000, Hasty prrto4/1114 were
loju
Marlow the tire.

NO, MORE RECRUITS •
MUSTERED IN HERE

lienerally fair. 'tonight and
S,aturday. 'the higpeat temperare r'uc'he-la yeetertluy wee WI:
Iatm! the loweet this isionting
was 71,

A

THE REV. 0. P. FULLERTON

1.9eal Station Semis Them tol

W811 Preaell at reebonrian tetune
On ennitay.

.lerson Barracks.

Ise for More Laws

10 CENTS Pitt WEEK

'WERE IN PADUCAH
DAY OF SWINDLE
But

Claim They Were Here
Look iii g tor Mu Mercy.

•Revoluttmariee Nay Watch Revel and WOMAN DIVES TO RESCUE MAN Dry Wells in Sewer
Market Meet Re
The Rev. B. P. Fullerton, one of New Method :if Recruitin
g fur Army A111.1.111\ Alla: AS FAHAII HAND Ilifteetive
Military l'erielnst Seigle. to ite
Nintire Matto. tiellkiith•nal
Chord and No Moo- Can Be
•
the leading ministers of the :PresbyIteltrves taker of elect.
Mrw.
lg.
Allison,
f New York,
Portentiouss
a
Arrel.1 of 'Fiin .1Ileged
.n•tructett. a •
terian
church
of
the
United
States of
Wiiwyernia,Vnuth Due* Not Believe
Plungolselo River Front Steamer
Reepotedbilny.
(..4.41.., %Jet.,
Anierlea will arrive In. Paducak toIn iteltig'Ihse of Idle Rich.
- -morrow morning. On Sunda) more
Milwaukee, Aug.
--Mrs. E. AlliACUTE. son, of New York, boldly
SITUATION
114 elthRE
Pond Du -Lac, Wis., Aug. 3.-One
SITREET IMPROVEMENT. inz and evening he will Preach at OD
plunge
'
, ('LA
e\WIt AC('EPTED YESTERDAY.
Cumberlard
PredbYterian
church,
young millionaire does not believe THREE UNI,ER tlitRiesT
into the river from the deck of the
HERE.
Sixth street and Kentucky avenue. Dr.
in joining the ranks of th0 idle rich,
steamer Christopher Columbus toFullerton
is especial:, anxious 4o ad:
and has. gone to wori• on a farm.
day in an effort to rescue Martin
•
Peteraburg, August el. Padecah .po:leemen bave It in their &as all the Presbyterians and CumJohn P. Crosby, 17 years of age,
Hull, a sailor, who had Mallen overRadical
changes
in
the
methods
of
lllll
noon
orrow
t
general
the
At
I) Li. Blackne,l, Thomas %% arrest
power to relieve the distress of people belrand Presbyterions in Paducah, but
came
alto a, tortilla',of -at teat $1,board.
recruitin
Mrs.
g
Wilkes
Allison,
who
for
is
an
the United
ex- whose
strike will occur, according to
and Thomas Tolley. alias Vranken,
tympana are daily assaulted by hie sermons wIll be equally intereeting Slates
000,000
pert
by
the
swimmer
deeth of Major Robarmy have been ordered by
, dived repeatedly but
the funnel order, saki to have
the trio accused by •Lafatette
shrill and unreasernabii long blasts of and helpful to all Christian people.
and
the war department and instructions ert Crosby, of Chicago. Young
all to no purpose. Hull evidently
been busued today.
Frank Robinson, of Mean, Tenn.,
factory whistles, members of the ordiwith
Crosby is
to that effect have been received
had been .stunned in his fell &rut did
lauded(
at
'the
high fleecing
to
nance committee of the general route
dein out of 1470 la is
not rise to the surface. His body
Sergeant Wake at the local recruit- school, is a good golfer and athlete,
"green
ell belitem, and they decided last night
FIVE Illi'dalltED ARRESTS.
but believes that 'every young,. man goods",deal, are under arrest and the
WAS recovered finally with grappling
log station.e
not to recommend the passage of an
rase strie be thoroughly aired la the
Riga, Ramie, 3upluitt 3. In the (Awe. enlistments for the should ,do some useful work. This
hooks, and Mrs. Allison, without
'Dragoons last night surrounded
ordinance controlling this phase of inPaducah courts sixty days after the
army will be made onlY it four army summer: therefore, he is working on
stopping to change her wet clothing
dustrial activity.
deal was pulled off. Blackwell came
a 111;441 Itlic of revolutionise*,
Ads in the United States; Ft. Slo- the farm of Chadles McCounell, near
took charge of the efforts to resusciter, and surrendered after be'. had
called for ta conference ea the
The reason the) dread thus, Was
cum. N. Y., Jefferson Barracks: St. Ripon, as a hired man, and takes
tate the man. Hull was dead, howbees located and arrested in Tennessee
future plans and reverted 5410
vegueness
the
of the proposition. They
*pule Denver, Col., and setu Prate his share of *hat Is renting without
ever.
but the other twumen showed tight
men In attendance. Not a nuus
&reuse that factory owners have
chteo. All applicants for entiottnent dodging
befoee arrested. 'Thrt were brought
escaped the soldiers.
Agent VisitiConrt In any
right to blow whistles on reasonable Revenue '
branch of the army, will be
to Paducah tut night by Detective
neraslons any in a reasonablejnanner.
examined
as
before
House and lietri
at the local reT. J. Moore and locked up In Jail,
when they do not exercise reaaonables
AGITATOK•4
cruiting offices, but thloath of enpending an Investigation of the matter,
twee,
the
lestersibur
manufactu
St.
g.
Aug. esrers are guilty of
listment, which has heretofure been
They claim ther are not guilty,
maintaining a nuisance, and theta are
The .arty gdietnesa, vatk-11 preadministered
by the f
ei offt rs In
New Law Exempts Fen
Blackball was arrested at Scotts
Merchant,. egliege
vailed Witougivout tier city,(SmugPEA'S BEING CONSIDERED BY ample state laws and city era/ranee+
of a chain of ugh.
will be
'and
Tea., his home, and at drat reOfficer
fill
Itcturu
covering
the case, while an ordigance
est *hie afterhoun. teems ,Thele,
HAVE sISPERSTITIOUS REGARD
1141,KR (W PADUCAH.
administered only a, th
our points
fused to return without requisition
and Sue_
more specifically deleting what is a
(4 workmen collected. Provo...
FOR
HEBREW
INsW1111v1
10!)i.
named. '
.
papers, but when • peke:tire T. J.
reasonable exercise of the whistling
%ion. were formed and meta
. This change was deemed advisaMoore left two days ago *eh the necprise:seeds a:most Impossible of conthrouets the streets from
ble Deese,' so .ttiany aniseers enlist- h.+
Pled Regular leder ateeting flekl In ception.
essary papers, fillarknell deckled
one restore to another In An t.13to
_
(X)IINTY CLERK.. W414N-S
ed alLthe Deo' offices are refsteedeepNatrher Rae Italian Marble terrrendeile'tbis State: He had
re New Home--Puresigineas Not Vet
been
deevor to Indere the great 111101111
pry Nwala P'rottlbited.
on exansinition by the army -medical
Strange
einb
uf
out
Portent
Oa
de
yr
I.
Acted.
bond hs Tennessee. Detecti
of workmen to strike. A great
In accordance with 'the wishes of
staff- at the regular posts. Is such
Cabin Ine,r.
Moore passed hint on the train.
majority of the mills and factorthe board of health the joint commitoases. If it was shown that the reMsCracken county mercnantS who
Detective likene then "got tom"
ise were vetted In this (peat.
tee instructed the rite solicitor to preerne was enlisted while unfit for
and succeeded in arresting the other
uhetheethe agitators vi ill be able
It Is not dednitel) known when the pare an ordinance- -prohibiting the have been dilatery in paying their service through carelessness, by the
•
state and coenty license tax, as proto bring about a general strike_ formal opening of the new Elks
Over the door of the cabie of the two nista alleged to have been the
olBoe_r„. t_he expense of Mocha:oleo
home tonstruction of a dry well tit Um-sewremain.s to he seen. The gowess•
district,
and
orlering
er
will take peace. but probable it will be
all theme now vided for In the recent- legislative the aoldler had to be borne by that steamer Natchez now on the ways ereen goods operatere.
mem ha.; iSkt.11 is% trimatliskary pre
October I
Only part of the new tut- In use to be closed up. This was one set, wIli have to hurry or gay court officer. Under the new plan, as no- here, is a slab or Italian marble bear- •Franklin and Warren are Terme*.
co
This is tee ultimatum issued man
weans and were found to-low Lealugcatkin« to prevent !Wag In
neut.
and
eeuipmen
t has arrived and of the regulations the Dowd of beaith
will be swore into the service ing a tmaterfous lusermtiOa la let4
us ethe county clerk's office the.- until.
vire .4 the change. which hata
the reception wilt he held after the deemed of immediate and vital Imf
he reaches one qf these posts. ters of gold, In HI alphabetical char- ton. .
telltale- and it was all because of If
!earn place in the altitude a
furnishing has been completed. The penance.
Sheriff I. F. Franklin and Oannty
found unfit, he mey return home acters of some ancient people.
the
arrival of a state (somas* satire wtthout
workmen.
entire building will be used by the
On a cursory inspectiort these char W
Knower* totrattied- the 'train st
(ley Street Work.
the red tap -or a diaesarge.
lodge, though later the basement ma)
Clay street, which- Is imnroved from yesterday afternoon.
all expenses of tlioe trip to and from ticters appeared Co be either the Leengton. They deputized .R. L.
Cminty Clerk
the river to Twente:seeond street with
one
be
• F.ARCIVAL TRIALS.
Hiram Smedley the central recruiting post, to be Egyptian heiroglephics or the Aloe Boaz. e car repairer, arid tipped the
man runeifortn inscriptions. But a be-trees off to Conductor Tom Le
bast night the /lot ineethee is the tbe ateeptien of a gap -between Sev- stated in =wird o tha.raelloat:
St. Petersburg, Aug. *-4'e
•
Paid by .tba goseraissat.
Franke and Warren ass
"A slate revenue laudrctor was In
new building was held, and the crone enteenth and- Eighteenth streets, wi.
tuandred nudism% are reported
Lieutenant William L. Reed waa closer study showed them to be
ion brought 0.14 an unusually large at- he completed its fill length, and an my offire•yesterday. He was here fn
breve No one about the ways from suspicions. and W b.L.N1 they
mho( at (*rousted* "iv farcical
arded
in the' city yesterday and accepted
tendance. The building es one the ordinance providing for grading and the interest of the new state and four
Capt.
Mike Williams dewe. could the train ten milea below
trials by • drum head cents margton,
men • recruited
by Sergeant
members may be proud of. Is' Conven- grayling this block was ordered pre- count)secense law. The new -law ex- Blake
tia). All stations of the Flaish
pistols.
in the last week. They are: tell what the letters 1414(.0: so the they carried • shot guns a
empt* few butinesees from taxatton, Logan
Conductor -Lewis pidtoord
ient and thoroughly modern in al: its pared.
ralleay between St. Pelt...V.1mm
Franklia ,
Cook, of Kuttawa, Ky.: How- captain of the Natchez was listed to
arrangements from the viewpoint of
and I have not been pushing the ard
down before the latter could use hits
and Vibtwg, se well so the entire
Rice, of Lola, Ky.: Mark Sneed, explain.
Merchants but giving plenty of time of Mound
They spell the Alamo Natchez In gun, and with the assistance of Boas
Jentith 0( the mama, which the. lodge roma.
Blame Politician. for ()erre.
City, III.; Louis LineThe public wet be invited to•Inapeet
:Cr
Hebrew and vette predented by Mr. relieved the prisoner of his firearm& • •
ts are occupied by troops.
ue
Madrid, Aug. 11. ----The Spanish The inspector came and ' secured banish. of Carmelite
, Ky. All go into
The sheriff and de tleeetre attendthe buedlng when the
(sneered every smut
Edwin I. Kusateedteof New Orleans.
generals who were concerned in -ths names of all who have not paid their the coast artillery
and were sent to
ments ha\re been comple
This inscription is used tO conjure ing to the other Tenn
n and suceapitulation of Santiago. Cuha, to license. He said he intends' to bring Jefferson Barracks
who .rothiled.
,at SeeLouls.
the roasters, who are superstitious, ceeded in stripping Minor his shootthe American -Serves on July 17, suit si onte end has gone south, to
•
STRICKEN IN CHURCH Qi rr- 18/18; hays replied to
especially so in the,far south, where ing. Irons. The prisonerw.orere reItEN't1LT
attacks In She Graves county, I bell,.. He will re- •
..e•T
Pay Templeton Harried.
turned to Lexegtme and thee- to Pathin boat runs.
Ming this capitulatites by turn la a few days.- fite inspector s
st. Petersburg. August II.PaltadEephia, Aug. 3.---Aneounce
ducab.
Bested Conirtexersy (her
otutly signitylog
Intention to isele a getting data, and will bring all suits
Military disorder* have broken
mete was made today of the marriage
re)ests.
Fans at Tete Maims
manifesto expla
A LONG WAIT.
'Warren and Franklin wear deterout at Revel. It ie Impossible to
that the blame whereefintalede'
yesterday of Fay -Templeton, the ensurrender
the
for
tires' badges, of the "Hammond
regard
of
to plans
learn details 1n
it, attaches 7
4;Vmss
.i:ritants have paid the li- rest,
to William Patterson, ofirisftts Before Another Saloon
Kokomo. Ind'
A . It -George to the ppliticiana of that me.
License.. Is he I tire Agency." Cincinnati. and claim
of revolutitmary leaders in Sit.
cense nnder the ne* law
I
burg
*
Wright, of New I don, p village
ey were here on ht' day the'swindle
ailed in (Isicago.
l'eler.joarg. last night after the
West of this city
a Victim of a
Is alleged to have been pulled off, but
collatee of the mutates. at 8% Ps*
Chicago, August
stroke of petals
The last were here to end g murderer turd did
affecting his face,
became
hors and eronstadt
saloon lieeese 41set will -be Matted le met see the two -Mean brothers. Ttie
tibroat and
ek, which resulted
known, they made this st-alltie
Chicago until the city nearly doufrom
excitensent Aroused
er
binsons fully identified the men at
meat: "Watch Rept'. Wee and
ile
bles its present population, was giv- oxington and still stick to their story
in a c
quarrel. Wriginwbo
Libau. Watch our brothers in
en out yesterday.. The license nu
is a lending epember of the Friends' IS NORMAL IN SPITE OF EARLY DATE OF NIERVING OF OHMof the fleecing.
the Rattle forts." In view or this
MARL FISHERS, TAKING ONE
ber Is 7,353. Under_the Harkin ordiINDICATIONS (W iAMINE.
church in New London, thought to
CRAM' CONINIITTEE.
twee disorders at Revel today
e Illoeinsons allege 'hat the two
MONTH'S HAUL TO MARKET.
nance, which goes into effect today, once before fleeced,
add to the comfort of thr eongrega
may prove significant.
them out of $335
no more saloons will be permitted which Is suppos21
eon by distributinlisians upon which
to be the first payeies
•
In Chicago until the ratio Is one sa- ment for the go
was the picture of a child In coloes
en goods. /Franklin
, Warsaw, Potent/. Atomise 3.Lan-al Dealers Are Enabled .o Offer Will Decide on Titus of
Nominetiots Value of Product Was 11190,000 and loon for .every 600 populaUons
-Some of the prudish women of the
and Warren are alleged to(have told
Artillerymen in %winner camp
Summer Cut and Cats Are
and
Advisabil
ity
of
Holding
All day the eollectoesessffice was the Robinsoss that the 05,0100 In
Captain Taylor Received
congregation objected to the way the
at Rembertoff has t' mut inlet].
Avallabee
Primary. 4
thronged with 'applicants and 265 green goods waled be turned over
Eine Presenta,
child was dressed, declaring the picin
Infantry and Commack% %ten. dislicenses were lowed, mostly for new a frw wrek• after
ture was immodest. They collected
the 9:126 was SP'
patched to quell te tutiny.
saloons, brealring all records.: . They cured. The operators wanted. to see
the fees and destroyed them. When
were 11)1 for the -period beginning to- if the farmers were capable of. Making.
Conditions at some of the coal
Wright heard of their action a bitter
Attorney
A.
W.
Berry,
chairinail of
}teary P. Kath, a pearl fisher, was
dieries arOatbreakie
day anti terminating November 1. sireeessfel green goods operators becontroverny arose. Wright became mines are such as treatiew the deal- the county Democratic
•
committee, has In the city yesterday,' having come
St. Petersburg, August 3.- Startand the fees In each case amounted fore risking them. Thes is. the story
greatly angered and Weed, and era to make file - metal summer cut issued.a call for a eeeting_
of the down a few days before on his gasoling news reached iere•to the effect
to $272e72.
while-in that state wan stricken with In the price of coete,Thiesia dohe to corniastttee Monday-, August
the RobintiOni te:i.
6. at 8 line leunch. He had several sacks of
that the crew of the armored cruiser
stimulate people to till their coil O'clock in the e" Meg at
• paralysis.
•Warknell is accused of heng an es-city
tbe
hall,
Dearki
with
him, wiiich he valued at DEATH CAUSED BY FISH'S
Pamptrat AVMa mutinied off the
FIN compere, haring arranged the meeting
sea now so as to relieve Use pres- for the en
I
-Fie 'has been ftahing for
thorilan coast, and are now le full
DRINKING ON THE INCREASE. sure of orders in the cold. ntpetbs. nee and time of oeleseing
In the St. Nicholas hoteetfeet sin May
nominees,for pearIs"ip the Wabash river andpossession of the ship, which has
in'litert Coulter Fatally Poisoned By 29, when
The mines have a liberal tamale of the various city offices to
the seeond lot of cash was
be
tfted
at
the
Oliky for.about four moat's,.
sailed northward in the direction
Jab in Flesh of Hand.
Report of Internal Revenue Shows coal and the coal car situation is the Noveneberseleelon.
secored from the farmers.
Yesterday he left for New York to
the Finnish gulf••
Huge (lain for Year.
somewhat better. A few weeks ago
Thls morning in pollee/nut the
The offices are pollee-judge, court- dispose
of them and before going
It is 'mated that the captain ane
Milweukee. Aug
-A-fish, one prisoners sat on the bench and wait•
there was a scaleity of cars to haul cilrnenefour Informal' and rex school
presented-Capt. Young Taylor of the of the perch
Washington,iAug. 3.-Consumpour other clarets of the armored
-Caught from the gov- ed for the appearance at Judge R.
the coal from the mines. Labor eon- titeeees. Ste .fat there ars ,few andry docks with three large pearls to
,c'4.er Pampluit AZONnt were killed Hon of both w lay and beer in the ditions
ernment pier, caused the death to- T. Lightfoot, whom they had securgenerally are good.
nouncements, 'nut a large number of be made
Into bat-pin's, They were day of Harry J. Bickler,
by the Mutineers, who captured that United States increase1 retmendonswho had ed through , tr . Tennessee attorney,
rroeninese.alef anticipated, and those valued at $200.
ly during the last fiscal year. The
warship.
been a mail carrier for fifteen years. Judge
-3
IN LINE FOR "BRYAN.
Lightfoot -- did
who have -already- spoken seem to fanot arpreliminary temps( of the commisIn handling one of his catches a few rive in time to take the matter
vor werimary, it is underetood the
up
STEALIN
G
Internal
dotter
B410K55
of
revenue,
made
•
Warsaw, Angust it. -General
days ago the fish's fin stuck into his this lnoehing and ti.'e agreement the
North Dakota Democrats Indorse Him primary will cost little and will be the
Public
today,
thews receipts from
flesh and resulted In poisoning from cane was held Over.until Monday
Mark GraffskY, chief of the Warsaw
for Pres.dent.
most tettistactory.
Scrim. Charge Against• Yelling Wo- which
'gendarmerie, was shot - and killed beer stampe to have teen $50.11.1.•
he died.
The men are still in jailipnable to
man of Tennessee,
neer here at 2 o'clock this afternpim G36, which means that 54,661,636
Minot, N. D., Aug. 3,,-Wni: J
Miss Marie Webber his returned
give the neceseary bond .
barrels of beer were irodueed and Bryan was unanimous
Resigns Pastorate After 16 Years.
ly indorsed for from Graves county, where she was
Madison, Wis., Aug. 3.-Miss Jensold, an increase of 5.192,096 bar- president by the Democrat
Hopkinsville, Ky., August 3.-At
ic state con- called by the death of her uncle, Mr.
London, August es--A dispatch to
NO SUMMONS ON JOHN D.
nie H. MorrilLsa gradate student the buelnees meeting of the
rels ovei the preceding year. The vention today.
Baptist
Reuter's Telegraph company from
Gideelt Pried.
at the University of Wisconsin'sad -church last night Rey. Chal•les
consumption of beer, therefore, was
Har- Might Be Means of Seettring Illm intifelsingfors this lift-e-rnoon says that
toneldered one of the belles of the ris Nash, D. D., tendered hts resigin round numbers 160,000,000. galDietz WIII Die First. so:
geriondcontlicts between the commu•
Raney From Proseention.
,*
*
412.$1
0
.
47
.
4
%*-1.•.s.1•:.•••
:-44•1•447.
college
4
444.
4
.140.
set, stands accused- Of the nation as pastor, to take efrelons more than In 1905. The reMilwuakee,' Aug. 3.-"I suppose
et Sepnal police and soeialist red geards
theft of 200 rare books from the uni- tember 1, and the resignati
ceipts from spirits amounted to that some dee they will get Iti*.but
on was
Chicago, Aug. 3.-John D RockeOccurred shore today.,
versity library and the.lihrary of the accepted. Dr. Nash stated that
$143.394,055-an increase of $7,- John Diets is gang out of here;
kid
it has feller will not be served oillth a sub54).000
l'1,1"14 l'ON'TEST,
feet
State Historical Society, where for been his desire for 'some
436.542 over the precedent fiscal first, leaving his empty gun
tjnie to poena to appear before the grand Pry
behind
London, August 3.-A dinpatch to year.
?" two years past she has spent much change his field
him, and the place they will take
of labor, lee became which wee conyene here Monday to
The Following tweeds.. eonteet- 4 of
Reuter's Telegram company from St.
her time In pursuing speetal work. the pastor ot the church sixteen
me to will be the cemetery." Tide
investigate ehe relations between
snot for membetshilp prizes ofPetersburg sale that an carat:it-demMiss Morrill also is suspected n. hav- year. ago.
Cotton Ginner*. Union Illegal. .
defiance was uttered by John Dietz,
Standard Oil company and various
rental by the mercloantft:
,ry conference of all 'the reyolutIone- -Austin,
ing
purloined
many rare tomes from
Tex., Aug. 3.--Attorney Who ma held the Cameron Pans
railroads. The announcement was
In
Miaa Nell DAVIS
ry bodies today decided oh in im- General
4e
the libraries of leading southern
Davidson today edelaed the The Thoruapple river, for two years
Subpoenas for Mandan! Men,
Made today after a conference between
Miss.
Elenor
Treserant
It s schools, and the officials
mediate general strike, the • exact officers of the etriton
of the uniCotters' u,nion, aiiipst the employes of the MealsNew York, August .! -• Word was meveminent officials who declare* that
s.
Miro Emma Mix ... ll
date and hour to be settled at g c recently
4
versity are now in communication received yesterday front Chicago
organized tn title state, that el tipeeLoggI ng cad Boom company
that should dlr. Rockefeller testify before
WOW Belle O'Brien
meeting tonight, and `that In
the heir putpose would be in violation'
with several tolleges with a view to 40 or more subpoen
and the authorities, In an Interview
a for officers the grand jury it **id be 00eltislrY
Slra.
ft. C. Hoover
.
meeptime the faihrays and factoritei
learning
the
facts. The young wo- and employee of the Standard Oil to grant
the anti-trust law
This opinion given to two newtmaper men, who
him immuilty from future
Mr. George liollklay
man came here from
ewes given in response to an Inquiry venegted through the wooers
Knoxville, ennleanr bad beet forwarded from prosecution ,.sussi this. It
Of
Saewee claimed.
(Colitilitted OD page Four.)
whew
she
had
from
taken
a degree la the that nity in a nweittered package last
•
officers Of the union. •
yaw OntlittY to his 'honte.yesterday.
44.410016110410010Wiabeditealfiegi*X0
Ed what %IP itieoriltwont wishes to
visiversity orTesnespie.
Monde.
•

STATE LICENSES
MUST BE SECURED

HOUSE-ERVING

ROUSTERS

COAL SUPPLY

AUGUST 6.

FORTUNE IN SACKS

4- S.
ease.

PAGE TWO.

- THE-.
1ierkorttC, lb

PIATT WILL Bwrk1.y.
JOIN THE INDIANS

Johasen. e
Lane, nf
Magill, cf
Moore,.p

..

.4 0 1.

0 1 "4
0
4 0 0 u
. .3 SI-ii 1
.
3_ 0 1 1

4)
4

.30 0 4 27
_
Luca alld Nlittneme'Weak
aw-esise.
Pedueah
......ab
r
h
-tro
en in Double }levier.
4 0 0 I
TaylOr, rf
Brahic. -Pt
4 0 I 2
Quigley. 2b ... 4 0 1
I
Ism .
4 14114.44
1)411111/ Mi. All
Cooper, ss
4 1 1 3
Imes, same fur "jacks
Weisel, lib
it 0 1 3
len. Ole.
Lloyd. If
3 0 1 1
Rasa. lb
.3 0 .1 *
Downing, c
2 0 0 7
. 3 0 0 u
LADILIF DAY AT 11.11401'E PARK. Miller p

'ream Standing.
W. L.
Vlseenne* . v.,
57 32
Cairo
1147 42
Jarskaouvtlle
46 44
P4DUN.111
441 47
Danville
41 49
mak terra
36 :12

Pçj
640
52i
GOIS
400
4.7,6
409

Yeaterday's Results.
Mattoon Soi, Paducah 3-1
Viseennes 2, Danville 0.
Cairo 1 Jacksonville 0.

V

FRIDAV, 11 ot Psi- 3

•"7

;
0 0i
* Ot
0 .0

Totals

amen.

H FV1

9
a
ti
0
1
3
4
1
1
0
2
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TIE 13IG.LEAGUES

frig co'
al/ 11OUTfiTil
5

1
Malmo/LI League.
Clarlosatl, 7; Boston, 3. Bette:les-Weimer and Livingston; Duni,
and Needhom. '
0
BrooklpoPittaburg--tain,
0;
Philaddphia-Chicago---Rnin.
0
New York-St. Louis-Rain.
0
J
Aimee-me League.
0
Batterloo
Chicago, 3:, Boston,
0 White and filuilivan•; You-rig and. Ant.
0
0
VleVeland, 2; Philadelphia, 3. litc

MEN5Ano BOYS

3t'Atat AVADWAY
est

PADUCAH, if
U.8TA131-1.1.41-111D 186$

SemiAnnual Clearance Sale

-

•.
KterIes-o-Bernbard and Huelow;
Tousle. ..... t.29. 1' 6 27 11
1 '2nd POsverit
Detroit, I; New York, 11. Satter
P
k
• •
.
Innings''t 2'3 4 5 6 7'8 9--- r h e les---Lithilan and. Settnigt; firld$O
-10 4
Matt'n. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0,
Klienow and Thomas.
0.0 it 1 6 I
padue. 0 0 o I
'
fouls, 11; Washiugton 2. lt,,i
Zeroed rank Paducah 1; passed teries---4-fowell gad Rickey; Smith al. balls. Downing; bases oa balls. off Wakefleld.
Moore 1, off Miller 2; struck out, bv
Moore 5, by Wier 7; left on bases, LTIABGED WITH . BLACKLISTINi.
hfattoon f. Paducah 6. Time of game
i 20, Umpires-- Wriglit-Jok:rit.
shy Ilk' Train DI,
and
LOUIS%

CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT
Second Floor, West Side

An Interesting Event Which is Sure to Attract the
Attention of Every Mother in Paducah.'

pasicher Held for Trial.
Wooden, Fortes Mat
Vincennes, Ind., August 2.---- The
, • ",•!
Louisville, Ky , Aug.
locals yesterday forced a shut out on States Commissioner Casein
Danville One hit was all Perdue al- held J. M. Scott, chief trail
Today's lidiedatio.
lowed the visitors.
patcher of th-joulsville aud
Mattoon at ?miscall.
The &core:
R H E ville railroad, IN,$300 bonds
Jacksonville a# Oars.
...........it 1 Z answer at the Octouer term of the'
DanviLli
Denville at•Tinoeilliall
2 4 0 l'nited States district court for alVincennes
Batteries--Christman mut
Ott: leged violation of the Erdman art,
Wiley Plitt, the southpaw, is again Perdue and Mattison.
Dation law. Members of the Ord.
te don ladian war-dress and is ezipectRailroad Telegraphers testift.
of
ed in Paducah by Saturday niglit
Haribellagere Forte Shut out.
that Scott had violated all the le,
Platt has been play lug this ddlo011
Cairo, Ill., August 3.- The locals visions of the act, which prey - -I
wag Toledo, 0., in the American Asshut out Jacksonville yesterday. It that no employer or his *gent
sociation, and last eight wired "Chief"
was a Pitchers' battle.
require ally agreement from an. ,..
Ideed that he had been released an.I
The score;
R14
engaged in moving Inter'stat
ploys
Made to earns here.
Chief Lloyd
Jacksonville
0 2 3 commerce to abstain nom Joining
"'teed him he come ahead. It is preCairo
1 5 2 labor union; thet no empl,
lamed he will start on securing the
Batterles--Fox and Belt; Wood- be threatened with disc
<Wien
Joining or remaining a nu'
Pitt voiced with Paducah last ring and Quiesser.
and that no enl.PloYc
anion,
Year Mod was beyond a doubt the
tent shall be blacklisted or d1serinal-1
Dope.
strongest pitcher in the league
He
Today is lodies' Day at the ball noted against feerfilliating with
some Gases pitched a don** header
union.
ring thought nothing of going In Mid park.
•
Cooper and Wetzel were th
are
Oilehlag out a mime which was in
Wall From Hardman.
defter, sometimes doing this; three on the infield yesterday. riend of our'n in Nashville has
Doyle made a sensational foul fly
Platt
and /Dun data 1.b-SOODeeS1011.
"strw-trfeer-ta tr••
used his'head as muck as his arm but 1.atch y•esterday. running nearly to
tithing the charter of Boni ,
wenn to hats had bad luck this sari the-fence on the foul line to take a ael. a
. -•
Texas leaguer.
atul
;tipg away_ with the sale ••
eon. FPO: • few weeks ago
Lloyd's hit In the list game scor- ticker . this here town. Would',
OlicIting great ball.
thot make you tired! To thine
Paducah fans twill receive the news ed Cooper.
with Joy and Cairo and
flither hit a three -bagger yeeterS that ter five years we have been
Vincenties
where Platt Is known, wrtlr dOttlitIalts or tied Otveitee fatteeed his batting ling h‘re with a• tbist on us; that t, .
illegal, and saturated with a so:
know what Is in s..sre for them when average with i'donble.
Tbe crowd was small yesterday. that was uneonstittitional. Six yea
the Indians are met In battle.
pedunth fans will hate the pLeasiire There Were less than 200 la the ago we had 'tonik
. fiourlithing saloon,
loge
oilksitnessingeWilei Platt pii.lt tso e
.ote:
oe.e
;
ge t could get p
In .this place, and
paid
II, ts
• tidily willt)bit Loon
avaicvliferat,stp . fa t*--y - tor
'
,
of
;aloe" poTnilar Inert sh, ever
Vtright and Downing for Paducah, Or sieve off this barites's): Now,-*hurt
aStagrellii ; PeSucah and tto (ass will Jokers,' and Johnson for Mattoon alr the saloons of yesterday? A.
go out to 0 him win his flrst game. si i.e the batteries for todara gone,. undermined by the crafty be,
of time, and without authority
yra MP.
,The Indians and Hostler,' played
South and TadlOck have been re- law. , We hikee! shoat decided Doc
double-header here yesterday and leased and SCruth will probably- go we will sist.;.IN here bum town fr.
broke even. The visitog_won the h7me today. Tedloca will leave this five years' damag.a to our l'hIrsi
first game by a score ofc-teto 3 and week. 'Both twirlers got gore arms and fer 1.000- unreanzed Jags. hits well bunched did the work. the‘fore part of the masa and have Hardeisaw Free Prem.
Four runs were made in one inning. never entirely regained their con"tie certainly has the loselies:
le the second game the Indians trol. They have had bad` luck anlisto
Where did he teem -so
proved too strong. Miller yielded hits order to cut down a force of six manne-rs.
politeness?"
-Didn't you
few and fa,- between. and the only pitchers, they were released. Both much
chance the Hoetlers had of scoring are popular players and It will be re- know? Why he's one .o
of r,
was ktilect by fine fielding.
gretted by.the fans that such an ac- k wa
ball '-Cie and Plain Dialer
The summaries;
tios
was
necessary.
•
The "scarlet women" will have to
Ririe game-Mattoon ........ab r h po a O get out of the grand stand at league
King,
The management has received
.5 2 2 1 1 O park. ,
Doyle.°30
.4 1 1 1 3 O numerons eomplaintr agatnet the pre*
Ilingdon. lb
4 I 2 30 0 I mice of some wom•n In the grand
Bier kortte, 2b
3 I 0 4 2 O stand and it has been observed that Women Obtain Mrs. Pinkham'a
Advice and Help.
Barkley, If
4 0 2 1 0 O the attendance on Ladies' Dachas fallJohnson, c
0 0 4 2 it en Rik year. IrTi actiounteT7 for
Lane. rf
...4 0 0 3 1 1 easily, and hereafter women of shady Illas Mee Cial4•41 Tilsonasasds to 111•6116.Ho* Lydia Z.PI= kb airs'a tairetabla Cellar
Magill, rf
beyrefused tickets at
0 0 2 0 0 reputation
Powell p
0 1 1 2 O the gate and Ebartgg from the grounds. pommel Cam' Mrs. Alt** Bartybill.

4

o Boys', Children's and Juvenile ClothOURingstock
has been classified into three lots, which
we are'lgOirig to offer at prices so low trat it will pay
you to buy,:eve,n though you have to lay the suit
aside for the. time being, until cooler weather comes.
'The demand will be vigorous, so we advise all interested to make-tileir selections as early as possible.
(
Ac--/
Choice of all boys' and children's $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50
s, including two-piece doubfe-breattrd
suits, Vestees, etc. 300 suits to select from
at a price to close
Choice of over 300 this season's boys' anki children's
double-breasted, Vestees, Buster ,Browns", $
etc. Suits that sold for 14.-00, $4.50 and
$500, for
Choice of 250 snappy boys' and children's doublee breasted, Vettees, Etons, Buster Browns, S
v etc., $5.00, $6.00 and. $7450 earlier in
the season, to close

pn
U

Lot Two
Lot Thre

!I

2.45
65

Clearance of Wash Suits
We have divided our entire line of Children's Wish Suits into
two lots and in order to close .them: out Akk.
u., oiler as follows:.

Ale

• •• •

Lot One

Lot Two

•••

•ly

11 *I.

Children's 10:50 and $2.00 Wash Suitt, io close
at. •
Children'sldret n's $2.50, $3.00 and $6.50 Wash Suits,
1-

95c
to S1.45

Shirt Waist Special
Two lots of odds and ends in Children's Blouses and Maims,
includirj goods that sold for 40c,,75 and $1.00.

Lot One

S IGT CONFIDENCE.

Lot Tw

Is composed of goods slighsly
d in handling,
but if they strike your fancy
t at great bargain at
Composed of better -grade of goods, but also
soiled, but you will find excellent bargains in
the lot

C

Ub

2qc

•

It

Totals

", •

34

Paderah .......aD
Taylor. cf
3
2
Brahlc. rf
Quigley
Cooper, se
3
Wets& 3b .
Lloyd, lr ..
3
Haas, lb
4
4
Downing. c
Asher, p
4
Totals

.30

5°4g 27 11
r h por
I 0 6
9 0 1
0 0 0
0 1 .!
1 2 A
0 0 1
0 013
1 1 2
0 2 1
3

2

a e
1
0 0
1 0
6 0

5 p
0
2
1
1

0
0
0
1

6 27 15

1

Innings 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 1)-r h e
Mattoon .1 it 0 0 4.0 ;0 0-5 8 2
Padu '...1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0----30 1
Earned runs, Paducah 1r three
base hits, Asher; missed balls, Downing; struck cep by Powell 3. by Asher 1, hit by pitched ball, Blerkfirtte,
Powell; left on- bases, Mattoon 3,
Paducah 3 Time of game, 1:45. 1.7mres-Wright-Jokerst.
Second game-Mitt.t0013 .
air r h wo a
Kies an
4 O 1 2 2 1
1 0020
Doyle lb.
Langdoa. lb ....3 0 0 .2 0 0
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
Tim Old Standard Ofvve's Tasteleis Chill Toole drives out malaria
sad builds up the system. Sold by all
dealers for 3-7 years. Piles 40 cents.
Rerthevi IPomealev c..4311argre.
a Y.
Select Hoare School for youii
r.ladies Sid
easoloe epos. Ileot. 3 Thraro
iserartio•
by,tasertencad towbars Is al department.
laflairseee awl custfairlp assartissara Wrie
for Cata.rirae mad ofordiar100.
g1hOUND HARRISON, A.1211oleteD

Almost Unbelievable.
It ie a great
One of the greatest pieces of mire
satisfaction for •
bock that we have beard of in • long
woman to feel
that she can write
time occurred one din,. last week to a
to another telling
man who was working with one
her the most priof the threshing outfits in the etfunty.
vate and confidenThe thresher was moved from the Multial details about
her illness, and
berry neighborhood to near Clay Vilknow that her letlage, awl the man in question followed
ter will be seen by
On a two-horse wagon, When Oe left
woman only.
f Many thousands
Mulberry he had a purse in his pocket
hf cases of female
containing se,era.i silver dollars and
diseases cone beone half dollar. Shortly after passing fore Mrs. Pinkham every year, some
the first milestone op the state pike Eersonall,pilier,by mail. Mre. Pink.
the pocketbook opened la_aoino -man- psktitlis thi daughter.in-lawof Lydia K.
air and fbe Ratilarry -beret to lose Out under ant and for twenty-five years
her direction and since her deWhen he reached Clay Village he hap- cease the has been advising glek women
pened to look at his purse and found Iris of charge.
Mrs. Pinkham nemireiPlates the codIt empty, He immediately Started
1fldonee
of
women,
sod
every
tistinuonback 'toward tn in earch of the
1st letter published is done so with
nais4ina silver,
on meP a obeli the written consent or request of the
known farmer Oyler, near Clay Village, writer, in oilier that other sick women
who, after the loss had been explained may be hotefited as she has been.
to him, handed over two silver dollars
Mrs. Alice Berrelill, of 313 Boyce
that he had found about two miles Street, Chattanooga, Tenn., write.:
apart as he traveled the 4ce. Going Dear Mn.Pinkhem:on a little further he me another Alan' "Timm years ago life looked dash to Ins.
I had viseraglas and Mfiesamatioa of the
who bad found one o lthe mine., The towels arimaseallerasin.1eaeaseilien.
"Myhiblili weltssMSub
down
Journey was kept u
Ø,
result
with
the
1
and Val dealer vitelear
Werr s
tare 400that before he r
hed town he recov- erat4d pilot I
sLitiesolvv.
ered all of the money but a dollar -and I told Ma I
etaigr
dalrat
would try'
a half, aud remarkable es it may apIsometric
pear, only one, of the men had found it
More than a dollar. But to cap the 41:41
cal*
UN net ;lethal,.
tat;
climax, he met a physician living near
'Teter
OaiaIy
fine.
to
Them
Stielbyv.,1* to whom he told his logs Indeed
eelgbbsrst.lake
and subsequent good luck in recover- It mad =rare
who bed
Genie
and
wive
to-day
are en wet
ing moo of the money.. The doctor ==
eilirairma from using your Vetsthen remembered having seen' two
men stop on the road and -91,:k up
Just as surely as Mrs. Berryhill was
fowlet h riE
lie told their name,. end cured, will Lydia E. Pinkhama Vegetable
Compound erne every wo
upon te,ephorting to town the remainsuffering from any form of female Ilk..
log ,-dollar and a half was restored to
If you are siek write Meer Pinkhasi
the rightful owner. Can tills etor be for stegioa. It is free mud Away'lelie
btattra for pure luck!-Shelty News
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EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

* A TIP
ee Bradley Bros.

4

About Your *inter Fupply of

It

-COALWe will book now
deliver when ordered.
Sole agents for e old 'reliable Cartersville,
washed nut and_egg coal.
Telephone 339 °

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

dIggiggsmniessmissokr
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H. C. HOLLINS

IsLEAGUE PARK
PADUCAH VS. MATTOON

F2 E: A L. ESTATE
AND INSURANCE
t
No.9 Truistic-1mi IBIcAfig._

AUGUST 2,3,4 AND 5

General Admission 25 Cents

6r45d Stand 35c, Poi Seal 60c

Tickets ei salt at DIAL livers Flora rial Outlay
0131F i'11.1.1t2) AT 3:30.

Phone"127

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN---TEN CENTS A WEEK SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A'WEEK
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ion, should be -taken to end one of
the great social evils of the day. He
has indicated the character of the
views he entertains In the following
statement: .
"There Is a widespreadconvictIon
that divorce helve are dangereuely
lax, tied indifferently administered
Bureau Begins Compiling Sta- In some states, resulting in a dimin- Mayor N'einer's Pftaition in Reishingaregard for the. genet* of the
tistics at Once.
gard to Street Railway.
marriage relation. The hope is entertained that co-operation among
7-.the several states can be secured to
Preeident Rupee to Demonstrate the the
ee Leftyrpg
er to Him
end that there may- be enacted
'Necessity or l'nefonn. Laws-on
and lie rayon. Plan of Placl'ag
upon the subject of marriage and diTicket^ on Sale.
vorce uniform laws containing all
possible safeguards tieNthe security
4
of the family."
EXPLANATION OF His VIEWS. .it is evident the president *hares CONSTRUCTION OE ORMNANCIs.,
the flew of Nestling lawyers of the
.senate and the house that the general eovereeterit is without comet.,
Chicago. III , Aug. 3. -John
'
Cal- tuitional power to legislate on the
.The joke,railway committee of the
lan O'Laughlin,. teleiraphing to tile subject of divorce
It will be the general council and Manager john s
Tribune from „lafaabington, says: No duty of the state, therefore,
to en- Bleeeker, of the Traction compare
social IspainfaTirme of recent years. Is act a model law or approve
an met last night to consider the chars,
of greaser importance, in the opinion amendment to the constitution
ac- of more thee half fare for children le
of President Roosevelt, than that eording to congress the
And 11 yeare, ant
right to tween the•fges of
which the census office begins this regulate marriage and divorce.
after a length) discussion theemato
Week - into the delete.. question.
was left to Mayor Vanier, who w:
It Is the purpose of the president.
suggest- somessteestirernent
when the investigation is e
platsehoei children can procure ,
ed, to demonstrate by the sta
.sties
tickets from different places in
gathered the absolute necessit of
cit). At present it is possible t•, the enactment of uniform divo c
cure tbeni.only at the tractioe
laws among the various states. At IN DEMAND IIY CONTHAViiMDI pany's °Moe.
Present the state laws are so disOf' PA DUCAR.
In the matter of rec.-le:mending ti
simar 'that many states have retraction col:peen) a frapChilla to ex
fused to recognise divorces granted
tend its tracks mat Broadway to Nise
in. other com
eaiths. which led
(series street and then to the Maytile
Wisav• AnwasoNI %manse Cad,
to judicial p=Ings such as
rood,' the committee meted faverabl)
Viaisai.r, In Prince
dined last April by the su
the eompany warming to stand the es
court in the Haddock case, wh
pense of wideeing the 611 and tilling
nr.4101
thousands of innecent persons sets
•
in low ground.
feted
eomiiderable igaventenee.
The matter of keeping flagmen at
There was
The laws in this cou
rush on at the hard- the Tennessee street and farcedwit
mly be
• \la ••••
ware stoles to lanterns this morning crossings of the Illinois Central an
sttnatearised aa follows:
In Intone Towa: Indiana, Mis- after Police J tete E. H. Pur)ir the depot crossings of the NC. &
souri Kansas. Wisconsin, Min sota, passed-en WI
I ordinance eases. fie L., was referred to the mayor tos se,
Ohio, Maine. Massa
Rhode lined marry doesadanta and will see 1.:(11100t.
Island, Kentucky,
literati, Ten- that piles of brick, debro and timber
Mayor Yeiser already has instruct,
nessee, Louisiana, Alabama. Mary- will in the future 'be supplied with ,a the street rat!way company to
land and New Jersey the vallday of warning signal for the safety of pe- fares to children, and has re i•
a divorce obtained In another state destrians and vehicle drivers. ,
railroads to comply with the ere:sin,
:
Charlee Warren. charged acid leas
,
' ordha nee.
by a party there domiciled, in a proceeding where constructive service Ins a ladderooton the pavement w
Although he favors the lJea ti
$1.50 Men's Pants now
on the defendant only Is obtained, is no light, was tined lid anti -oats; M. the traction company placing halt
htlly recognize& in Cleo, Iowa, !semen was lined If mid costs for fare tickets tee sego•J oetideen-2.00 Menei Pants nen,M1nneeota and sometime" in Loulai- failure to Illuminate a pile of beicks. sale in different parts of the city,
sae and Alabama, the right to ali- The edge &garnet the Paducah ?limi- Mayor Terser will not release ..the
9.50 Men's Pants now
tere malmsey for leaving Rs-w00% on company from
mony and dower Is preserved..
the duty of accepting
The only state. In which it is held tie streets over night was left open; three cents la payment of cash far*
3.00 Men's Pants now
that a party &Mien,* in another Will ,Lotetwood and George Weikel. from a school child.
state may not obtain a divoreMt..
ere contractore, we lined 15' anti:coals - He announced his
3.50 Men's Pants now
position this
each for failing to provide lumber and morning, when
byconstructive service are .
the
matter was
York, Venitsylvohle
North
aud brick pile" with lights, and Chamblin broached to him.•
& Murray were digitised o0 a similar
Swath Caroline.
•
"I think It would be • great eonThem coa4 Iona alenere suffi- chars*.
venience both to the street rallwa
cient, the Ident Melte to _Nettlecompang aadf the patrons, If half& demand
midterm laws, under
rate tickets were plated on sale la
which decre
shall'have full faith
different sections of I
city," he
aid cre4lL14 II states of the union,
d, "but that does not oao1ve the
con ere.ejasentill to the
It Is i1
company from
eptin three cents
On All Fancy
ensile rvetioe
ellifiennerican social
as fare for a school - lid, who
fahrle that at agrbement be reached
boards a car w thout a ticket
The
regarding *causes to; which a divorce
' fact that two ckets can be purshoos. Blackberry ootthwe.
-ball be granted) In
th CaroCorbin, by.; Aug. 3 -Theta were chased Ter a nickel where as it
:9e
:na, for examp
to !Ices are lively timer at the •honse ofAlte Rea, would cost stx cents cash frir the two
granted. In New York absolute di. Green wiiiiams, e Kroes twill) Bap- trips, bored be an inducement for
worces are greeted only for %clattery, tile preacher, a few miles east of Cor-• the ehildren to secure ticketi.
tinstted•dlvostces being granted for blia, last night. He had left home to
"I will be glad to confer gith the
oteer causes.
conduct,services at a tountri church street railway °Metals, but I` can
•Statistics the census bureau is to when some person wont to his resi- construe the ordinance but one way.
gather still cover- the twenty-year dence and proceeded to make a dis- and that is that the cornpa-s) can
Period from 1887 to 1906, Inclusive. play of is - markmanship by taking a charge children only half fare."
This period was selected 'to enable shot at erythlng in sight, one of his
•
'coteparison with a centers Men in well4 bullets splitting a blackSchuster-Scandalous how all the
1886, which cove
twent year
cobbler that had been left en- men" hover . Mad the banker's KENTUCKY LOOKS LIKE A NEW
,
During thjo, period
_tIe. Wt. Williams daughter
loonies covered on the
PLAY-HOUSE.
-purer-Mute of worshipping
were granted out o
net on the order the
total of 484,- and Children s
golden calf.
683 applicillions.
of their goingi_ ut sought safety in
spooster-'M, I think she's older
It Is eaffmated that during the eight.
than that.--Fltegitede Matter.
...--.....
Stage mind Auditorium Treated to sit
last twenty years at. least 1,000010
••••••
0,11thee11nn and PahitIng by
divorces Were granted, and that lipSmith and Abner Fight.
Employee.
Not every
by
(be
Wiwi
•
plications for divorce numberee in . Jackson. Ky.. Aug- 3.-Whe•
dome Route knew,
trains
the
all
lbep neighborhood
of -1,400,r0. John Smith and John Abner were
enter Olasgew by Deer
These- figures. do not represent, of returned ofthe jail here at poen, an
Don minus the locomotive, an
at
course, tin total married infelicity, altercation arose between them In
The Kehtucky Is being preparers
is leaving they are polled !Pp the steep
hue only that clue which preferred regard to Curt Jett's connection with
seinen and4*:
Cowlairs incline by romans of an end- for the wIntel• show
separation and dissolution t oe he the Marcum %case. The dispute
mechanics are ern
and
laborers
ly
es steel rope
marriage relations Without
uickly, fesulted in an exchange of.
Wetted in the theater petting the flu
ensued.
,flgy
A
lively
blows and a
to the publicity involved.
ishieg.touches to the lerpreverrosts.
The stage has been propped anew
The reran of. the census e umer- fellow-prisoner tailed the jailer,
with supports and new sets of drops
aterit will *how the state or •entry who succeeded in separating the men
Secured. An entire set of rigging as
in which the marriage,took place, after they had bruised each other's
been adjusted in' the 'Ioft and the
the date of marriage, the date of faces considerably with their fists.
A-Mtge is ready for the erg shOw
separation and the date,of filing the
The seats and furniture are being
petition. It will glee, also, the set Bakery Darns, Endangering Lives,
Hopkinsville. Ky., Attguat 3.-W
dressed,Mp and The Kentucky will
of the libelant, whether notice we(
look like a new pito-house when op-1
served personally; or by publication, L. Gore's bakery was partielly dethe,
siting day rolls around and
whether the case was contested, and stroyed by fire at an early hour this
Fancy ItIsh Potatoes, per pk ....20 doers are thiown
'oPen after a few
.
the data of the decree, if panted. tnernrIng. The loss was about 81,000,
Olt-Time L. 0.. Molasses, per gal 66
auMmer-wielse of Illanesh
The report will give be number of coibied by insurance. - The 'family,
Fancy 14ernone, per down
16 . Tire- regular ,opening will not he
piers married atd the direct canoe which occupied the •aecond story of
Fqey Bananas, per &ikon
•I0
hut several
• divorce, and, it tatit direct, the building, had a narrow escape.
held until iikeptemPer
Platy lliziee Meat. per pkg.
ante-season plays will be ,staged it
whether Interneeratice' was an Indi7 The, Lump starch for'
215
Is stated that-the staff will not be
rect cause., It will describe thwart%
Gently ,and
Full Cream. Cbeese per 'lb
15 clumped, ,that is no recommendaof divorce, the number of child -en,
"Alaska te a land of adventure
Palley can Table Peaches for
16 tions of a change have ,,,yeit been
whether alimony was asked or grant- and romance," said Ray-room, lerttmSour Pick! , per gallon
2'5
•
ed. Ind. finally, -the occ.upatious, of heugh, who recently returned from
made.
3 sacks T1014464 ter
10
husband and wife and :he residence the worth. "Many queer things have
The electric sign is In working or
6 fee, Navy Beene for
2'5 der, and the entrance Is to bejialnt
of the libelee.
happened In Alaska. Many Wonder- 2 Th can Fatt's
Pineapple for
ed.
The census bureau reetrds every ful tittles. Sometimes it has been Fancy Grapes, per basket
,50
fekture of the Inquiry as important. necessary to break sad news to 3 lb. can Tetnatoes for
10
Te Try fitamberd.
It believe, the information sought as mothers at home and sometimes this 6 bars White FloatingSoap for
25
The names of twenty-three
to the number .of childeen affected news has been broken with wonder- 7. bars Big Deal Soap for
2.5
grand
will be of greatest value in its effect ful skill.
2 pkgas-rite Line Werth Powder 5 who will sit on. the federal
a woman 3. beregRearchlight Matches for .111 etry which will hoar testimony, be"An Alaskan called
upon the action by the states.
connectlon
Of 328,716•divereett granted dur- In New Hampshire to tell er of her 3 bars Scruhine for
141 ginning next Monday, In
ing the twenty-year period ending là eon's death In the Klondike.
4 tie. Seds ()rankers for
26 with the charges against the Stand"'Yes leer,' he said to the weep- 3 rk's. Vitolltit Waters for
1486, the total number of children
25 ard 011 compting were drawn from
involved was 267.73k. The steDie ing mother, 'I was with Niet to the 3 pkgs. Betiltatit Crackers for
f.t•S the JOU 'box yesterday in Chicago.
tell re, 3 pkgs. Nebisee Wafers for
tics show that nearly four times as end. I ettereilm die. And
36
many Mothers with children asked ,ma'atri, as he was dyin' he loOlfbe Rove! Self Rising FloOr, per sack .75
New Yoke Demoterats,
- for and received divorces as did jest/ like 'an angel.'
*thitsi Dove' limes per-tack
The New York Democratic state;
70
"'Did he?' the mother sobbed.
tot hem-erritb- - a/eldest/1_ .In 57,514
Panel Pate& Flour. Messick • • • • 05 enmmittee yesterday vetted to hot&
"'He certainly did, ma'am,' said Half Patent Floor. Per seek
cases there wag evidence that the
50 the next state Convention at Buffed°
tbi NIOndlker. 'Switigin. lisek'ards
parties had po children.
We have •just received nor Pure on September 25.
It Is the Selention of the president. and fru'actia In the 'air that, ye'd
Coutery Apple Vinegar for pickling
when the statistics hare- been iO4- thought he lied wings
patrime". pet gallon
' 40
It's'
n at Much'die for a man to sef
loettl. to mend them to congress, are
ei
r nOeis er wehteen phroi.
soel
u
arsenri rv
conijiMeled by a Speeiel nevelege
really beSome mehact as if
,,c neighbors
Agin
It
child
illeating the steps which. In his °pin- lieved everything they say.
WW1%
./

,DIVORCE CENSUS
WILL BE 111,1111BU

t

•

HALF FARE RATES
CASH OR TICKETS

Semi-Annual

CLEARANCE SALE
Of Men's and
YoungF Men's

TROUSERS
is a sale of signal importance to
THISevery
shrewd purchaser. We
. our entire line of men's and youths'
fancy Trousers at

• RED LIGHTS

ONE-FOURTH OFF
Now is the time to buy the extra trousers you will need to carry you through
the summer. Our line is composed of
pants of the highcsi character---Cassimeres, Worsteds and Outing Flannels,
made . with- ,or without cuff bottoms.
Come and se_1 tm. Seeing isbelievinf6

F

•
4

1NEYA OF KENTUCKY

ONE-FOURTH 0

TWO.rIECE SUITS

_•

$1.13

.$4 00 Men's Pants now

$3.00
3.75
6.00 Men's Pants now __...
4.50
6.5f1`.Men's Pants now
.4.88
7.50 Men's Pants now
3
5.00"Men's- Milts now

...

1.882'
2.25
2.6a ---4 •

rie////'
E AmoBOYS

frr

ONE-FOURTH OFF
RS

On All Fancy /

3"Am, BROADWAY
PADUCAH ,
13
•141 AULA8lltiLl 1E4(04

THREE-P1ECE SUITS

READY

4

_

ENGLERT
BR.YANT'S
SPECIALS....

4.

Thr

.*

ENGIRT AND BRYANT

Rudy, Phillips &
10 and 20

Per
Cent

Discount

Frorn our already low prices on Oxford Ties should interest
shoe buyers. We must have room. To get it we inaugurate
this day a.clearanre sale of summer footwear which iq‘udes
all lines irregardless of make, in men's, boys', worneneichildren's black goods, excepting such lines we keep sizes uNp
for winter, as U. S. Oxfords, Nullifiers and Strap Slippers.
A
uniform discount of 20 per cent will be allowed on all other
black or tan low shoes, and 10 per cent on any and all white
goods.;The time to enjoy the comfort of a low shoe is from
August to October 31. Besides will pay you to lay in your
next suinmees supply at the prices made on basket goods.

'I-

60c Buys-Child's Barefoot Sandal, were .75c.. Sizes-- 3...

6oc
700 Buys Child's Barefoot Sandal, were 9oc. Sizes 9 II
7oc
800_!BttYs Misses' Baref-...
,-."4 Sandal, were gt oo. 81zes 12 to 2 j
floc
Just the thing for August and Septenihm
800 Muye Child's Dimple er Pat. Odle-ed. were St•oo• Sires 51
4.........SOe
40C Buys 1nfant'S Strap or Ankle.,Strap, were coc. Sine 3 to
5,
aoc
80t Buys Child's Kid Oxford, *ere St.00. Sizes 9 to If
Itld Oxford, were $1.25, Sizes 12 GO
$1.00 Buys
$1.20 Hugs Misses' Kid Of Pat. C x ford ,tvrets It so, &mill 1250 2 $t 20
$1.20 Sues *mina's Kid or Patent, were It 50. Sizes
'13f to 7 St.zo
Arid so on detain the line.

AT CUT PRICES
No goods sent out on approval or charged
except at regular prices. • Sizes on some
lots are broken.

-

219-223 BROADWAY

SUBSCRIBE FOR THEEVENING
•

c

am.

6
.•6

trig Pabucal) Suit.

perfecting method/IL-of preeesOon.* A
thorough Ii ightenitig of the urban
Itbleilation of the Punk States, folAFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
lowed by a mum. of linetruction,
seems to be the telly hope of staying
the ravages of tuberculosis. \Stringent
F 11. Femmes PreteMai. *Mule-tone enmettmee deter termite
Seem J Pairon.lieeeral MenaesT•
wrong doers, but Innttaberculoste
suillICIIIPTION RATES:
•
legislation, not executed, has DO effect
'Sneered es Lae posionles as Pedseak. MY• es
on the wily bacilli,
mooed class Istalaar /
TNLDAILYUN
Paducah has a military hand of
By carrier, per week.
.
.10
Hy loam per month, te messes.
which her citizens may be proud, when
It, man. per yew. is 'drones
4.10 the ear' alone is trusted. but the boys
MIL WEEKLY SUN
Per year by mail. pemage paid
01.011 need uniforms. 'Let all the deniers be
Address
charmed when the band comes" down
:TILE SUN. Peausaa. XY
the street. They are practicing amid
orrice, Mama Taint.
Takedgifflkas a.
uously
Thee are generous with
Payee& Yeses Moen and New York r
their musk. on the occasic,ns of their
resestetives.
semi-weekly ooncerts, and they deTIM SIMI ma be found si ISs toliwortaa serve ronslcieration' at the hands of
p tress;
the nitill41211. Their- efforts to vecure
R. D. Clemesis IOe.
funds for natforms shOuld meet with
Van Cults Bros.
Palmer Hoses.
the prOmpt assistaare /of everyme
J0011 Wilhelm's.
We should be deprived of, a great
teethe/es if' the band abould cease to
exist.
•

-13 k;

ANOTHER GUESS COMING.
set

BY THE SUN PUSLISHINOCO.
.NCO*

--Ate

t

•

st understand your wife is financially interested in your Matinees Clow.
Factories which bare been violating partner, I suppose r
FRIDAV, AUOUSKT 3.
•11 h. ...we of decorum by their Incas/ -Evidently yoskarior DOSS my wifer
tient whistling, seed not Heine -they am
OfEsrl'ItACT
tl1t4.7CLATION STATEMENT.
out of the Woods hat berstokse the ifrmcosi council does not enact another
Will Me Let Auga,4 :to et peasege,aea
J
- uly 2....3957
July 17....3965 law
Ofire,
July 3.-3951
July 18 _3954
July 4....3952
July 19... 3965
--,.
Wheel airships supplest street cam
July -5....3951
Mayor Veleer has commenced tooth
July 20....3958 the--man 'who accusesteis himself to
July 1....4019
July 21....3461 imagine on a eteef rounding sharp vertigo (Or bids oe the sewer extension
The detail plans will be in
July 7. . 39:15
July 23....3944 curves, will hav/Tio difeeulty in ad(CcesUnued frelegage 13
Jule
...3936
July,e4....3940 justing blame to new condition.
• City atilneer Washington's °Ike by
Augesip 15 for the inspection of ease
Jule 25. ..3987
levet/Diordered
to prepare for fuevess
July 11_11969
July 26....4017
Stand c) Of'. has fallen a fee! cents tractors. The sewer will vistaed bent
.
.
July 12... 2999
Jepy27....8385 No use to ask ,for ante endowmest Nine, street, to Thirteenth street and tura
tom Tennessee street to Trimble
July 12. . 3.9r; 4
July 2t4 ...39,1 fin' until be market changes.
The ordinance, which will be
street
Declines fmaselltions.
k
July 14.. .39es
July 30...73981
contract, will
St Petersburg, Friday, Augrest‘3.
July 16.. 3957
July
Paducah mere hants are slot afraid adopted, *ratifying the
construcUou -Get ties' heels of other bad In
of governmental interferince in the contain the price for tbe
sewers.
comes the etartling irlatements had
the
of
Total
10 437 practice of nitrating
the em to ban. fitly refute • Lo
4
Arerare July. 1906
4112
Hound rip Rebellious Palajasars.
ieccept
the
....eiens to w
Preverage Jul,. 1905 .:.
.3710
.4
Manila, P 1, August 3 -- General mier Atolpin greed In
a negotiaLee, commander of the Anrerican tions with Co
Alexander
.Iscream. •
423
forms on the Island ,of Leyte, bee Gtichkoff, Prince
Lvoff
telegraphed to Genera! Wood that Paul Vinogragot and Senator Kont
Pere/n*01y Reef
before inc.
he has 5011 regalar trope. besides a for a reorgagisation or the eablnet
this Anent.; I, 19001, X J Partoo, MLitt PITMAN FELL AT V011'HYtt
number of smuts and constabulary.
There rer-igereisiag apprehension
JEFFERIGIN.
AND
general manater of The Sun, who afmade to begin a movement to round that the emperor prowlers to take
firms that
above stthemont of the
up the rebellions Pulajanes. The the final step of turning the country
cIreul94i of The Sun for the month
.municipal officers, charge that the Ws* (6- the iitiTtari dictatorship of
of
is true to the best of
Left side eerierels lujunst But He le recent outbreak was caused by the the Grand Duke Nicholas.
his.-knowledge and belief.
Rest log V.•ry IN.n.p.ssably ',Alan of Governor Devera in disarmThe streets of St. Petersburg are
pt-rEn PURYNAR, Notavy Public
'hetes
ing the noinlcipal police of many again filled with patrols
My e0D2ITI4SOI011 expires January
towns thus leaving the hornet of the
22, 19141..
people eaguarded
Vow Hold Mersborg.. s

• GENERAL STRIKE
IS THREATENED

4etric4.

UNDER HORSE

thitlyrTheaghts.
"The votera of America have In
their gra0p 4 the IMAM ofedtrecting
an Our economic and administrative.
wells. The balfottla also a preventeee
..! :see"

r
Mier lettmern. ties- well-known
Mateo genessisr steCirrea.
blacksmeh. Iles at his home on the
New York. Aug
3.---Deciariag
North Ride serionely Injured, the
relish di an acre/lent late yefferday that Patrick McCarren. -state senator
afternoon at Fourth and Jeffersou and Dernorretie leader in Magi
ellanty. Is the father of her 2-yearinkf.010tn."
Pltmaa Is, employed at the Mor- isferiiii- arid t•Vai she is
gan blacksmith shop on South Third he shall reectenter the bey. 31 ra.I
sirmit and wet riding- a home be- Mary H. Dixon, of Flatbush, today
longing to his errelloar. Irk? bore. moved iu the ouPrefile (*furl 0
pretty rapid Brooklyn for judgumet. be-defautt
seared .the 'corner at
gait and the street bad been freshly in the sum of 3200,000 against tie
senator, who, she says, persuadel
sprinkled. '
The bolae slipped and went down. her to become his common law wife
Pitman under ft. Pitman's entire
.
No Farther Tenable. ......
left aide was bruised and lacerated.
Lexington. Aug. 3.--A ditspateb
He was &misted to hls feet by pliastrians but was not able to walk from lh'hitsebure flys there has been
home. The berm "oared injury on further fighting in Knott coantY
Pitting- was sent home to a carpal, between /Miller Hays' poem and the
and this afternoon was reefing eallif Martin outlaws. No further details
hare been received of the battle of
Tuesday night.
DEColtATEo BY P0PK,

Grass go:owing in the streets of a
tows i.e teen of defines,. but the
---emadevta.0 at the side of the roadwer
melt of white ,irlowalk
It, le the beauty mark
-treet, without which
ha.i P. 4 well kept lawns and
haadsomr:nones Is lost, In the ma'Petty of up 'o-riate cities the residence
street% berween the 'curbs lire being
cut down to a wldth Jest suMeient to
permit the passing of two vehicle..
The gram plot bleireel the sidewalk
, sad curb is -widened and • green strip
, allowed to appear between the edge
of the sidewalk &ad the property line.
This is the honlevard Ides as appiled
In streets no taide enough to Mr-Srns James
murk RAKINV IS EASIER
Ilentsits, Ittatehreet
(Thin,
clamified, and the efferet.is a wonder
We have metered that any reportet
'Cruse of Order 4144. Gremsry.
ful transformation. It may be trouble.can take his typewriter and show
..rime at first to keep the glass mowed
St. Louis, Aug. 3.--Jawes C. Ohio. large profits In farming -Topeka
•-,g the sTelegralt, bat het eltizett the se/ell-known
horseman. who has Capital
a inuld hesitate at the perfwMacce of
a string of horses ID the east +old is
400 Inyle:claty.Tliat mein so meth for principal,storkholder
The Cure of Headachne.
to the Amenthe appearenee of the city. It 'Is not fan leiteue hemehall
fly Osteopathy. '
club at this city.
(lower beds and shrutibe.ry- th
"What. bone Voted you flail to
has been 'decorated by Pope Piling X.
' Heseelved
a ea(
Yards look beautiful, but
a letter today from' treatlieheadarber' asked • layman
F4111 green gramessad, the, il onCineic
Rome creating him "goinmaader of Any bone (bat may he out of its corof a rosiftray are brightened and the the Order of St. Gregory the,
Great,- rect position in the neck or back, re)
when tpe
whole street harmonized
giving Its holder a_plact. In the 'Papal as to beteg its pressure upon the
boolevare %chew., whirl] is really the
Which
which 'sprees the vain sense
nobility. The die/Menne was con- ter,
eheapest, bc adopted _There is always
ferred upon Mr. (MI° for hie liber- -that le, if the headache helsedna
'•" s'
hors running &erns.; tbe
ality to Italian Catholics at St. Louts. to be due to a Deny -slier: but of emerse
e
eloug paths, the -same an
be .having paid off all the
of it may kot be-at all. That is one
ied agaiirt teariug down
St..Charlei Fiorromeo eh clt last frequent cause, but there ate many
.iresen era's. with the boys
others which are spt. to he operative
Christmas. ,
its attendant eel* will pre.
'A tietgicular
raetion . in the hack.
'lore p;e4s,ng aspect to the eye
In the neck, oj over the head. may
.
in
Hot
ebolder. make proPeri) Pelmet
likewise raus
headache. Indigen.Catietesburg. K, Aug.
Guy.
roirahte._aece 'chid the owner
t/on, ere-stryin, mental fatigue, a
, re y than will sidewalks the Beleham sad a number of Politicians sluggish liver,
constipation, kidney
who accompanied him -to the colleenh ,ou residence streetF
disease, sad Many other things ate
Merriest
Pikevillereecheil
Icc'ff•
this mern
•
frequent nines& of headache. Hem*
Acw York physician( in comment- jog on their 'way to lerankfoit
the rare of headache osteopathically
cording
to
.several
poiltelang
of
the
the, freatenen1 ecl„, the Syrian
ing r
-he she 'rune 4 It, came or mores. T
who was pit off the train ref the excitement at-the Pike coesti cap- OM eh* remedy these catmee,
having
Varkerebeeit, W. Vat,,, make the slate- ital has rearist,d retch A high stage -that as they flimsily do an. anatomical
swes
thought'
It
i
the„gOiernor
hest ,for s
sins that leprosy ts not aeloinmenicbans, requires special and thorough
able ea Inherent-oldie, sithouglr the an, to leive.
(raising. mad the is why osteopathy
The
feelinir
Is
running
high bellmen. 'tight
elfmt Ides of the pligue hate given the
ea an ledependent school tiR
pablic an almost -atelier-slitter:8 fear of the Hargis'aed anti-Hargis factlens, roedietne Its practitioners are specand trouble may occur at any timc
Porb leeltient, as this bring home
laiisss. They)eure headaches, as they
Id us the fact', that while we, are, Sea": said one pal:titian who rlifused_to have do other digeouses eat ':,rpttlit.ng" a
precautions 11116 name tethtished
DOW .2101101.. taking
bone. inlets a borne ,er"pulling,"
Wires are down la Pikeville, add
allaittat enoalbox, yellow. fever and
but by finding the cause of each
there
is
no
way of getting any news
other spoiladic• epidemicit, we permit
special headache and
giving that
from the aftereoon sessiga of the roe-,
the taaldlons laroatle•git, the street
einem whatever treatment is needed
retaken.
"white Nano- te gerlin unnoticed,
to cure it. Vie in .a dozen different
• lentil the anneal statistics of the geeheadaches .noem might be treated
Georgle's Pleol • Male Sold.
cerement depart men ti point out to tee
ante osteopathically, and yet ten or
the menece. Then we enact laws
fevannah. Gs . AtTignet
43Pnr' eleven of the dozen would likely be
for our pretectinn-end break them. Ma's first bale of HIM seeson'e cot- cured.
The Padurieh tmard of 'health hay SO- ton. which orived here yesterday.
Oeteopathy is probpley doing more
cure.] the arlopkiop of an ordinance was sold at eviction today
and for euffering humanity Chau any reproviding for the MainfectIng or rr:Si-. brought 20 1-32c.,per pound. The Cent discovery. aud I shirtiest like for
denres after the removal of a patient grade Watt folly middling.
you to investigate its merits.
1
sick with coratimption. This is me
sheite be plea4d to nee all wild may
of the mano ..preveatellees bf the
Mesere. 0.• C Babb and William be interested In oeteopathy at any
%weed of the mersave; Which the
to 5
Saterwhite have returned from
a time from 9 a. in -tort3 and
oe or Padecah libel-tic, eaglet the aii week', stay it Dawson Springs.
pm,
the:Tice; 0 enforcing. Science has
Osteopathy la the .eand,.rational
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
been hatred in Its attempts to dierover
treatment of Illness and disorders.
a eper'sltic sfor tuberculosis, and ecien- Ara" do's maims yos feel bailer, tax•Pes
Dr G. B. Froase, ;thong /407, 516
keeps year waste sstees nom Bald es tit*
tlete have tertted their attentioo to msair,bade pais ireerindisra Moils eta,
BroadWay.

- -11t: -Pvestrebarpr. Prhtse, Auertnet
-Previous reports that the mutiny
at leveabore bad been completely
'upgraded have been confirmed
Grand D,ukte Nicholas received a
II3eaulte akortly after midnight, ylng
-the- loyal portion of the
crew of the (Tenger Patnyat Azov*
bad made prisoners of the mutineers
ant/ littded them over en the soldiers
11,,,3, •
on share,
The crew of the iltarleas cruiser
Asia wh(h was sent to Abo. has
hoisted he red flag The vessel left
la the direction of Sveaborg.

IDA?,

guns on the. lower thie_eataimagded
only the sea, while these of the
upper
r can be directed in any directioe, The magazine, while containing a full supply of shells for the
guns, of the upper tier, had only two
*efts for the guns of the upper tier.
When,. therefore, the storming party later brought up the field and machine guns- the Mutineers were without possibility of using the artiilary
and were compelled to surrender.
To the sailors, who were practically unarmed,. fell the task f capturing the arsenal. This proved saw
but to their amazement the men
found it practically empty. With the
exeeption of a few old style guns
there was neither artillery nor ammunition. The sailors made an unsuccessful attempt to release the:r
comrades of the Seventh equipage,
and returard-to their barracks and
barricaded Oreinseives In. Meantime
the loyat troops were closing In and
several altitmishes occurred. During
these encounters most casualties occurred.Once the-sallors were inside
the bar racks,

I
I

I.'

LANE'S
SATURDAY SPECIALS
Save on your Grocery „Bills.
Buy here, make home happy.

Choice Tees and Coffees
Recent large purchase; enable us to quote these
extremely low prices. ipeciv! 'or Saturday only

$1.32

65c

24 pounds of the finest Gr 'slated Sugar.

For one 24 lb. sack Minnesota's beat Patent Flour

1623C
For fancy fresh roasted Santos Coffee, 20c grade lb.

THS OF A DAY

. 24c
For Mocha and lava Coffee or
Peaberry, 33Se grade.

58c
For fancy Teas, new black or
green, sio:grade lb,

Littleton (bolo'.
Ixtuu.sillt", Aug 3.---Word was received here Otis morning of, the mei:
den death at Warm Springs. Va. last
night or liiit:etora Oboke, oue of Louisa-111es meet distinguished lawyent
and assistant counsel for..tios Lou!,
tills & Nashville railroad.

65c

Blend and H & K. Coff,es

grade.

25c
For 4 lbs crisp Soda Crackers
fresh from the oven,

knew Klett Ambassadors.
London, August 3.---- Charles Hod
'Otte' for 26 years clerk of the AmerYeen- htirlasisay, idled this morniag.
Roefettn was a frierkd of eight ambassadors. He leaves is unique collection of unmaillehed Lowell manuscript poems.
_
Mrs. Matey Mcarboa.
Mrs Mary Morrison of Little ,Cypress 76 years old, died yesterday of
old age Slim is survived by a husband
two sons and two daughters,

For one t6 ounce bottle of
Queen Olives,

24c
For one of our best Cotton
Mops. Only one t,y a cus-

38c

tomer.

For one 24 ounce !riffle of
our famous (2 tee
Olives.

20c
25c

0

For 15 bars of good Laundry
Soap.

new

Potatoes, large
ripe stock, cook mealy.

31c

20c

N
For 25 lbs, Ice Cream Salt,

THE COURTS

For 3 cans Domestic Sardines
in oil,
4

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805. 113 South Second St.

In Pollee Court.
Lizzie Bondy. colored, was presntad la-pdace-oone .alastaorning fee
being drunk, on Jefferson street
Judge Purveys 'fined her $50 and
coots
Other cases' Frank Blancbard, for
petty larceny, continued, George
Elder, breach of ordinance left openi
--weer

DO YOU 'REAllif
That we are giving you advanced
styles in footwear direct from the
BeST and foremost manufacturers?
We are showing a better class of
shoes than was ever brought to Paducah, and if you want &ruching in
rhrIttre-of footgear we can supply
your. wants.
We mate a specialty of bench
made goods and guarantee a fit in
every case. We stand hick of our
shoes and are pleased to make good
any defects in our goods.
We take pleasure Ill showing you
OUT goods whether yoware ready to
buy or not. Call around aad see our
way of doing the shoe business.

if they're Rock's
they'oe right,
Ifthey're right
they're Rock's.

A Veried Ti,
Jack Brewer, of Bras-era, Ky., has a
troe at tome whose actions be (-snore
quite modeistand. !get year it produced some coeliac finest pears in the sws
rounding ebuntry, while this year a
fire'crop frbf beautifit. *voles have appeared..
tree is, pr
ecrmnyea
and was purchased fronV`
nur
Amen* of Crossotaclt.
the name of erhich Mr. 'Brewer ha
Bt. Petersburg. August 3.-- Ear- forgotten. fie is anxious For someone
lier areounte of -the Crettatadt trou- to coolie the mystery and teltliim the
ble have been !steeply Facerrect. T
name or the tree e--Maysviliei Sevenmutinone sailors never went ,'to ger.
Fort Constantine. The Plan weir-onreeved 'be the re-mill-Hemline,/
Carnierrous Honer.
•
1e When, the detest wag ...siren sailThe twelve-year-old con of Charley
ors, Rappels and efoneets Veit their Thomas. near PolkevIlle,' wait hurt ire
haeiracks And divided into three a mein ununial way a ditty or tweettito
geenpre 'The minion of the first was Mr. Thomas heti A blind *Milian, and
to kill the oficent,-theisecogil was to the boy went to the stable to feed hirn
take possession of the arkentl and and bare-Moted, was Joretapieg'the-tma!
the third was to seize the fortress down into the rack "hen the horse
and 'the Strain The train crew hall madesw grab at his foot and bit ,off
agreed`-in advance to be reedy. The tote Of his 'toes. He not ori'ly blt.the
revolutionists 'cut all the teleeraph tee-, off.. hatAebetreeed. 4.1 sep and divedlowed it.--Perk .City News.
and telephone wires._ Horrible Task AcromplielyteL
1111e-hell for (Sangre:is.
The horrible- task of the first
Laporte., In 1., Aug. 3.---If plans
group was seeriniTalehed
herriedly
and it then joined tree soeond group of Denmeratie leaders do not Millwhich was alreade on the bridge carry, John Mitchell, the labor leadleading to Fort Countered/le
This er, will be a promlitene figure-tte,the,
I. the only fort directly eonpected coneressiReal fight in -tithe Mate this
with the mainland, the Whets-being fall. it
propoeted to. make him
detached islands. The sentinel/1 on the parry candidate for tongressman
Fort Conetaallne offered err resist! In the Seventh Minute district,
ante. The artillerymen remained Which embraces the cite 'of Indianneutral and sothlnitred ta Jfmprison- apolis/ and which is now represented
by Jesse ,Overst reet. Republican,
meat In the easements.
•
II was at this time that the sap- who has been renominated.
P4'?, and prisoners . who trymprised
Mrs. J., R. Moore and son, Robert
the two groups found themselves
checkmated. The batterieg_.of the Rouse of North Sixth street, are visfort are arranged In tlety tiers. The iting in Chicago.
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$1.00
For 3 lbr. special Java eget
Mocha or Maxwell House

Teas, extra fancy. garden
grown, all varieties,
oc

Nfew Suits.
A suit eger,filed in circuit co-"t
thig mot-aping-1y George W. AllmaT
Welke III Spreading.
ardInst' Else Gertrude Allman fess
Yozoke AugeSt 1-- The strike
.dIvoree. . The
were married
in
here is almoat complete Troope are
1900 stud separated la 1906
pouring In. Some mines are already
'boded and ruined.
Deeds Flied.
Weikel to /*male Lockwood,
Permants Break (Put Afreele.
on the Hinkleville road, $1,SOntormovke, Don Province, Rutile*, August 1.- Revo4 has broken
Bunn -Gardner to V. A. ,leroqics.
pet among the peasantry In the Kaproperty on the Woodville road, It
Miechovka district. Clashes with See
troops have streade occurred
A. Perkins to E. D. Thurman, property in the O'Bryan addition. $100.
Ardier Martial Law.
Bertha, M. Husband, to W. F.
St. Petersburg, August 3.-- MarBraddtew. Jr.. property in the Bow:
tial law hag been
proclaimed
at
Men and Williams addition, $312. .
tetineradt and , in floteseit Basin. Inc
OeArge B. Jones to Willis L. Good,
nenter of the mining and smelting
operty in the county, $600.
hidtectrl:
(;easithet lemeisletsited.
Warsaw-, Russian _Poirstid. .1)egoet
3 --General Markgraffsio. chief , bf
the. oneidertneriee was shot and killed
by revolutionists today at °tweed, er
sturialer resort- 20 miles front this
c./tei
•
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.321 1111NOADWAY
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Phones-Old 1486-a; New 586

MILLINERY CLOSING OUT SALE
Going Out of'Business ,
,Mreittire stock of Millinery will he put on sale Friday
and Saturday, this *week, it linrchasers' own price.
A lot of summer and ready-to wr hats below post
Large lot of fall Felt Hats, and entire stock of fixtures for
Sale. • Any p;Ice to suit customer Friday and Saturday of
this week.

MRS. D. W. COONS, 524 Broadway

l'I=LAKE BREEZES
Esse be enjoyied la safe delight
on the STIM. STIAmentr

MANITO

FOR COMFORT, REST AND PLEAbURE

It otters an Unequalled opportunity
lest Class Only-Passenger Service Excluelvele2seler:„...
terftricz4ree,
10115451.6*. I•14•4
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itt4trilniAt
IL P. A. Alseltee
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3esae•Weese.%eseelelellele.Wele23626151216%,‘VreNeseiesleleesesese"WilelliWelele
writes that he is well p ea-od w At; the
Queker state.
Patrolman Ed Alexantier was Ill
TIP8.
People and
last night and off duty.
Policeman
Pleasant Events
Thad - Terrell, _his partner, patrolled
the beat alone.
•
-ewe
_reel"
• -Mr. and Mese-Learette-A. leverweesine • WHEN YOU GET ttlerEti of the
Parties seeding in accounts of se have been visiting Mr. H. H. Evans. Insurance on your properties, you will
del entertainmente will please sto of West Jefferson street, will return find them alike eVerywhe're, as rates
theme as. The gun will pet publik to their home in Tennessee this evenare alike, but agents are not. Written
eommanicationi sent In that are sot ing.
fire and Cyclone insurance exclusignedMrs. Matilda Eat, of,Grandview sively, we are better prepared to ProInd., arrived in the city yesterdal to tect your interests. The companies
Ittsysrlde Lest Evening.
make her home with her son. Mr. H. we represent are sound, solid and solA number of young people of the
Kvagg, Of West Jefferson street. vent. Couse and see us and get 'matH.
city enjoyed a hay -ride last evening.
Mrs. ilevans Is nearey 90 years old but ed
Office Na!' 103 South Second
The evening was an Ianl one for
still 'hale and hearty. She made the arreet. Oaks phone No. 940 red.
the occasion And several happy hours
trip alone.
Residence phone No. 580-a. RVwere spent. Refreshments added to
Mime Kelley Bronger. of Louisville, sroctbuFly, Julius Friedman.
the pleasure of the event. The party
Is the guest olallirs. W.'P. Huunne: and
aLiCANLNO • and pressing nutty
included: Misses Carrie Biehon. /Afamily of 104491g011th Third street.
bel Vogt, Dixie Laudeimilk, Ethel
dons. James Duffey, old phone 71
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm; Is visiting
McMahon, Mamie Broyles, Willie
rani
HEATING sad, Mee w
her daughter, Mrs. Addle Peeking, of
Ritter, Carrie Crider, Josephine ElLIMO, both phones 427.
Memphis.
der, Ellen Metzger, Lillian /Dicke,
16-0 te Mule
WriNTED-A 70troTiMr. Charles Blaney. of Columbea,
Maggie Berger, and Messrs. Joseph Ohio, is visiting his uncle, Mr. Crias. at Chamblin . k Murray's brick-yard.
Vogt, Henry Ruoff, ,Robert Rymn,
Blaney, of Clark street.
FOR RIENT-One side - of store
Frank Berger, Basil Dicke, Albert.
Mrs. Hal Corbett and children_ 428 BroadWay. Phones 1513.
a.
Metzger, Charles Berger and Mr.
Springs.
have gone to Cerulean .
tMBRELLA fepairlies and cover:
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal. Mitchell. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Great
The Hone Urey Woodson, of Ow- ing neatly done, 108% S. Third St.
of South. Fourth street, chaperoned
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
ensboro, 1 .in tbe city on businem.,
FOR BA LE-- lei irieen--Ceom house,
- The authorities at Mirropolle the young people.
()Cf.4.L LINES. 1
. Winstead suffered a
Mrs. S
modern conveniences. Old phone 464.
report the theft of $150 wor•tb of
of congestion • this . •
I
serious
rope, a lot of jack-screws and other
FRONT ROOM for rent with table
Finley-Howie.
morning,
is reported better tshis
marine
property
the
from
board
river
for two; 42) South trsth.
J.
Mr.
P.
Howie
of
416..
-For Dr. Pend* ring
Charlestot, afternoon.
Mo., traveling out of Jefferson City
FOR SALE-Good horse and bug
-C. L 131unscra & Co. have moved front last night.
MISS Jane Skeffington, will return
-Before leaving on your summer Mo., for a mercantile firm, was the
their newer store to 529 Broadway.
today to her home in liyersburg. 'U. Amply 931 c:ss street.
--Dr. Gil:islet, Osteopath, 400 14 vacation don't fall to have The Sun morning married to Miss Lillian Stew- Tenn.. after visiting Mrs. xteorge
SUITS CLEANED and pressed 7e,
forwarded to you. Address changed art Finley, of this city at the resiBroadway. Phoie 196.
Flournoy. at Lolomat Lodge.
cents. &Semen the tailor 113 South
to dence of. County Judge R. T Light•
County Judge le T. leghtfoot as often as desired. Be cpenru
Mr. Clarence West hes returned Taint street. Phre 1016-a,
has raducal the heavy fines Imposed give postontee, hotel or., street 4- foot, by that official. Mr. Howie is It front a visit in. Louisville.
FOR sAtat----1E0 feet of 4-inch
brother of Mr. Murray'llit,e,-deputy
on Joe Wood and Will Greek for sell- iress.
Mite Jesephine Elder has return- cast Iron pipe at 13.%c per foot. C.
-One
our
of
load
coal
make
will
county
jailer,
and
a popular and well ed from visiting in Evansville.
ing intoxicating beverages at a re,
L. Brunson & Oo, 61$ BreadWay.
an advertiser for us. Bradley' known in Paducah
His ,bride..--la a
freshatent stied just outside Wallace
Mr. reihn Slaughter and son will
WANTED-Belemg peopie. to use
well known young woman of the ctly
park on the eetioadWay road, to $100 Bros. Phone 339.
leave tomorrow for Dresden. Tenn., SouJes Liver Capsulese Me a box. It
Their
will
friends
be pleasantly suron rendition that no more be sold
-City subserlbers to ,the Daily
where they will visit friends
W. Walker Co., Fifth trA Broadway.
-The San office Is prepared to fur- eon who wish the delivery of their prised to learn of the wedding
Hawkins,
Clay
Miss Ethel
FOR (SALE- Burge and saddle
elsh the very latest things In engraved papers stopped must notify our colTenn.,
street, has gone to Whittoe
mare, 7 years old, nice driver. Apply
1.1i11 Aril for Visitor.
or printed calling cards and Invitations lectors or make their requests direct
rty.
*here shn. will attend a hou
1762 Harrison street.
Mrs. i41 VI'Voris entertained yes.
of any sort, and Is
g special to The Sun office. No attention will
Mrs. I M. Klein, of Indianola,
WANTED-e Mill timber and farm
be
id to such orders when (Urea to terday at boon with a luncheon at Miss., Is visiting her sister, Mrs.Thist.
prices now, for a few days.
locusactsmosacwacssocsommostsacsocssoliaboomowmooseo%
wages. Frank Lumbeide.
her home on West Broadway in hon- Simon.
lora Sun Pub Co.
-Mr, Hugh B rows, t e well tu
known .shoe
a
has love ed
aree
Eve , an employe of or of hos. Wood, of Baton Rouge.
visiting ber Co.. MI ph o"- 14te- 1.
Mies Iola Konetaka
111118ie clamp h
will have {talented.. the
.731 :Ta01:11g OTe• ho cold, vapor. tetra) and/ shoaer
1
FOR =ergenth
Horton
-Basket wee Is elates Mrs. Birdie Campbell. friends at Bindaua. KY
scheme of green and white
It prevents mus sheets from Mowing co
rYee, Apply to Honey bath
ey, tit`, in ulng was working The col
Miss Sadie Arnold hap returned Kamletter
MR.HARKNESS, Proprietress.
y ca
from Ole rack
the open air.\ The
out. There were from a visit to Louisville.
ICSIblofter..
machete ellen the beet came off Wig pre
5
majority of tea pa are large and
SAL --Three glass show
FO
struck him on the right arm. covers for eight. The uests were:
Mrs. William Pieper,
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theehelase_ 311
-wrier-. was badly-wrenched - sad Misses Mary Newton an /jeeps. Mil- Tbeeteassile.street, is_ *hetes
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444, Mob!
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come this def.ctt with his clamp.
the Injury will disable him for Sev- ler, of Circleville, 0.:' M • men C Mem Ky,
coin r or table-iebeceet long. One
E. E. Bell
Solis.
TIENTN AT It'EltetliDE.
_ • . oak counter or table-\
The anneal $ 0.1) exerfrsion to MI- eral days. Dr. Carl M. Sears dressed L. Van Meter, birdie Cam
IL Verlong.
,
feet
Mrs. Valerie Stanley has r
riled
MO
tags with
FOR RE 7-5cage via. I. C.
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cabinet
Ky.
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--Lane's special tomorrow-24 lb.
Dr. P. HAewaet,
pecple are preparing to take advantcad 2 feet deep, with four drawers gtafr .e.rhyeicialzillitmetaled to Iigkl
Mrs. John McCandless and daugh- --FOR
Luncheon. •
sack tined. Granulated Sugar $1.32.
..-T-New five-room restage of this special excursion. which Is
Two French wait mirrors 3 feet by ! '' Untii 5.-pits.. 'r :to-popular
Mr. Godfrey Hancock was lyrist at ter, Hazel and Mrs. Harry Will:amThis is fruit time and yoe ithoek) take
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hospital
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Surgeons stfeetversete
will he accepted. Mrs. D. W. Coons,
phones 405-11.3 South Second street Miens E:tbet.,Brooks, Helen_ Decker, steel! known blacksmith. is in the
per menthe J. W. How- 424 Broadway.
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se
'ere
amputated the :eft leg of Akin Tilley
--Don't forget the grand barbecue and Susie Thompson and Messrs. ntlY.
.
The .Riveraide hospital staff to this
ell, Maxon'. Mill. Phone 341 rini 4
4 the lather who fell from at scaffold at
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yonr time and save you1 money to
has returned fAtcri a visit in Louis- Monogram H (' no side.' Retura, to wagon raided the Perdew corn field
Louis; A. A.- Sayottl,
mer -Mayor Belcher. a fugitive for a Wain,
see _our plaints and get our prlees beDr. J. R Colentan.
early last .eventnie just after du It
year. charged with
Prise, Benton, Ky.:alt. ville.'
embezzlement. ;We:tibia;
The Riverside hospital Is now vier,fore buying. D. H. Baldwin & compaMrs. James Wearherington• and
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White"Wash Skirt $1.29
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White Wash Suit $3.98
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Care of the Nails
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R. W.WALKER CO.

McPherson's Drug Store
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Try One -p,f These

Four killed in Battle and 'llisettus Two Promise* Wm Got In %Beres.
are Entrenched ensiled this
tiois Wise 00m.is Accused of
Sheriffs Men.
Malicious Assault.

CI be had at a.

mo-

ment's notice with a

gives the

Latinate's, Ky., Ammo* 1— A dispatch front Sand Lick, Ky., says a
feud between the Hall and Martin
fittious, in Knott County, broke out
afresh last night, and information
received tNi. Morning ta to tit" etNet that four men were killed in the
j
100dY hattly the Martin faction is
'
said to be led by W. Yates Martin
and his two wins. Silas and Alenander,. and .nembers oabout.
men.
They are now entrenadaJat the
hsme of Itaitin,on Re(
creekasd
Sheriff Hayes and pu are in 'the
neighborhood, bit
Is not believed
any arrest will be
Every efort is being m
a flag of Chico arranged and get old
man Martin and his two sons to surrender to -fato authorities, % as the).
will not sobitit to arrest by force.
The names of the dead *the blittle
have not been learned, as the sheriff
an41,bis posse. have not returned.
rifles' the Martins sorrer. der within the beat 24 hours Gov. Beckham
will he asked to stindis to
scope of the battle
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cigars at.the
choice in the best
imoker the beast
explained

The CatItl against William Crenshaw,charged with maliciously striking Charles Powers with a pitch-turk
and sericraity wounding him, is on
trill Is Boston „today and Is attracting a great deal of attention because
of the prominence of both men.
The men got into an alterest!on
laat week and Crenshaw is al.•
to have 'Book Powers withoutprovocation. The affair occurred in Marshall county near Brton. Powers'
wounds did not develop scriously and
a trial today was possible.
Crenshaw is being defended by
Attorneos Oliver
McGregor, and
he prosecution is being conducieth
unty Attorney Coy Reeder.
1115K
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that, while he Is loudly cantos for 'oboe's* was called for today directporterhouse and the !Ike, they are ing Professor A. W. Whitey, -the
tossed to sell Was favored oertioss insurance expert of the Friefirrsity of
Lailforale.emadoes etaddemess W
W the telinnlielle for w
the settlements made
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135kore Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

es
- • •
31st 13c isad up

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
They can save you money, and
your old wheel in ex-

take

change. We want an unlimited number of second hand bicycles.
Remember this it the cheapest house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles.

Theoro 'trio &Ix National iZliteir Strands In Pracluazah at the, ftAltr•Aring amide
arid only sat theme stands can National tlgarabas 0btulneci.

McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
r. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets
J. D. BACON. Seventh and Jackson Sta.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETTITS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Tkimble Sts.
JAMES P. SLBETFL-104 Broadway.

of
wheel. -Expert machinists in
our repair shop. All work
guaranteed.
Parts furnished for any make

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
viA- ROCK ISLAND

Coal Reduced
To 13c Per Bushel

TO COLORADO
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Logansport, Ind., Aug. 3.—rift?
kehandiers selected the-hottest day of the sumnfer to stikt w strike
which lasted until noon. 'filen peso
sure brought to hear on the lee 'Ompantos resulted In serer-Inv th4s .lets;
handletre" demands, and the striire
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"Colonist" tickets will be on sale September 15 to 04•ber 3L

IT WAS
DIJCOvraer
,
m V TIP'?E AND MA5
NEVER DZEN
EQUALLED

Illustrated Booklets and Full Information Regard.
jog Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
GEO. H. LEE,

P. S. WEEVER,
Tray. Pass. Agt,
Little Rock, Ark.
Nashville, Tenn.

Gen. Pass. Ail,
FRESH STOCK

Jusfip.

C
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S. E.MITCHELL

"I am the luckier) man In Arkan
us; ragtag H. L. Stanley of Bruno
"since tie feetoratiosi of in) , wife's
deloth after five rowel/ of continorma
roughing and bleeding fro rota. lungs:
and I owe rnj good fortune to the
world's greatest medieines, Dr. Kink's
Discovery for Goneuroption.
New
which I nri.w from ereserience will
cure conenenottoo if taken In Gine
My wife implored with the brat bolt]; and twelve bottles completed ehe
ears.- Cures the\ worsi'roughs and
colds
money refunded: .M McPherson's drtig atom-, _dee and II 04.

Trial

North Fifth Si,, Next Kentuchy Theatre

,

rpori rue`
TT1BURG COAL CO.
- OFFICE 1213 BROADWAY

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
d.,ubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bo lom
We have a machine which saves you front such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
&Hirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.
PADUCAti.
TIKAAPt!OtteS

111E-UP•TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

, at,
'fainting ,an d Picture'rraming you
'should phone 1513.
We 'do you* work
quick, do it cheap,
do t gooi.

mit*, and Ninth 'greets, between
F'riohtfully Horned,
Mlestheity avdnus and Broadway.
Chas W Moore, a machinist, or
Signed:
Ford City, Pa. had his acid'trIebt'
BONED PrlithIC WORKS,
inl:y burned In an electrical furnace
By h. A. WASHINGTON, clt, Enhem 1513. 428 Broadway
He applied
Armlet" Salvo
gineer.
with the usual restilti."a quick and
perfect CUrI4
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The,Treas Reader • .
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NM! alt rafted Lint- Your hatred of a man by (Nauss him Hsu, Gees IPSO OHM, sleet, Is
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The first are always with you. The second ere wltt you only
while ou are earning good wage.. 'hie -chances to spend"
will.be no account to you taut in life if rsti do not use your
chance, to save now Start an account at once with $1 bo
• and get 4 per cent. interest.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fnurth St.

When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. OItener than
he will iefer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 Struth

FlOurth
32/1 Kentucky Ave.
Bath Phones 201

4411
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Treating Wrong Disease.
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eies women call on their family
phy
seffering, as they lessees,
()lie from
yrpepsia, anuthyr from heart
disease, soithir front liver or kidney
Meuse,another front IlerVuU4 exhaustion
-- New -York, -Ampere S.- -Tweente41- ter
with pain here and
theltriZti
kil
liiiriltly they all present
were prisoners inside of a new rein- 'alike
to themselves and their easy-going
forced concrete chimpey at Mitlikeit and indifferent, or over-busy doctor, repeaddiatinet diseases, fur which he,
Bros.' steel plant, Mariner's harbor. state
assuming thee to be such, preseribes
Steten Island for five' and a half pills and potiolis. In reality, they are his
all
hours Monday afternoon. They were only sgeiptonts caused by some uterine
disease. The physician; ignorant of the
on a plank six feet long by two feet OMAN of suSerIng, encourages this practice until iarge Wit.• are made. The sufwleennind ten feet from the top of feNag
patient gets no better, but probably
the Alninny. which Is 164 feet With. worse, by reaspn of the delay,
wrueg
treatment
and dunseenen crt dp,isie
troas
atioes.
Their ladder broke, Their rescue was
per maid -cute like I
a
effected &teen long struggle
'
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,
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"
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1 Favorite PrearriptIon is a
that
were 'le up in the ehimINIr
scientific medicine, carefulTS eheviited by
ney are Noy Townye, the foreman -se, experienced and skillful physician,
and adapted to 1110filait's &heal« systritr
Of the jobAnd Conrad Befell, his -Ls- It
13 made of native awdoinal room and
instant. The two are expert ehininly is perfectly harmless In its effect*
in up
benders.
As a T
writil"
of rful"m
powerful
Invigorating tonic'"FaThe crowd wondered what was the vorits Prescription' imparts strength to
matter, but soon a narrow strip of the whole system and to the Deans distinctly fehtlitine his particular. Wear overtape like rope came slowly down roe worked, "mu urn-out," "run-clown," debilitated,
teachers, milliners, dressmakers,
shaft, and it wale then seen that the
reamistremses,"shop tilt's." house-keepers,
pair on nee plank had made a rope nursing mothers, and feeble women
genout of tfffir shirts. At 164 feets.of erally, Dr. Pier's Favorite PreseriptkM
Is the greatterearthly boon, being unshirt is considerable It took all that equaled as an appetizing cordial and reTownye and Brien had. By the time storative tonic.
AP a soothing and strenethetting nervthey had woven this tape an enor- Me -Favorite erescriptten - is unequaled
mous crowd, including the -members and is Invaluable in allesieg and subduing nervous exciutbality,of the Hook and Ladder Truck 105, nervous exhaustierrehereous proetratuni,
had arrived from West Brighton In neuralgia, hysteria, spasms, chorea, St.
Vitus's dance,and other d ist reesi tog, nervcharge of nattalion Chief Martin,
ous symptoms ecomme•tily attendant upon
fusisolunal and organic disease tat the
uterus. It induees refreshing slt-ep and
MAYOR 1E1MM SURPRISED.
relieves mental anxiety ut,.I despondenc y.
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much to be said in his
re was' it
was witilug to be
or, but
*
deed.
had
it Orient from Autiocb
f4ur yea
These year. had been
ut In
east and in travel abroad
ed and childless sister of
OW was, on tbe whole,
glU to be
e again. As yet she wee
pot dbst
by any' thouglits of the
future.
ad on the world with
seem
limpid blue
Ace. She
anti it
and unalutken melt
come of position stud
er fattier mad Mother
r
well satisfied with the
y already,recognised that
runts of a Wagede, lb
to give her every eepporoverreached'themoutgrown Antioch as
outgrown her child's luspoiesitee to take
e as to the other,
1
•,
ist, Oakley ou the
111.
red
stens!
I hope.
a begin rig. we
.11118
of 1 "
y man of fif v. with
an easeyegracio te manory-'wag "edit
and
e. Well kept Iceman,
red her busband's affairs
ness
d economy that
oossibl
him to anises
m his stewfortune
praetiee.
e •
decided that Oakley
like the young men of
tpem. nor was
she bad khuwu while
lage-the leisurely
the social tide,
fted
Id
sponulbIlity or
ithout
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CHAPTEI IL
AKLItY drew iowO the top of
Isis desk *AI left nut Wino. Be•
fore locking the door, on which
moinue predectopoor heel cat used
the,wordit, "Department of 'IniusporDidion sod Maiutenance; No Admit.
taker Except on Busiwes," to be steu('ited in blare lettere(' he culled to Mcfinite*. who, with !Mut Pete. was
otill fussing user the winsesy switch emetic. •
''t1411-yrItk
•
\
want In the ofilee fur anyIleac. Milt?
'The master echanic, who had been
ogeuring at a rusted out, got up from
•
his hilt‘al uci. elengliug a big wrench
lu ime bu , boosted back, "No. I glues
Out."
After turtling the key on the deparh
mew of tralimportutlin anal ententeuauce, ()Ilkley crossed the !nuts to the
petition anal made brienTe off uptown,
with 11w-wind and rain blowing lit his
face.
He lived at thw.teterican House, the
best hotel the place esoukl boast.
, lu .1oaloch Oakley was omiething of
4 figure. lie was the tirnt manager of
the road to make the t +NA u in. penilebrut liesidquarters, and the town WAS
grateful. It woule halve swamped him
with kindly Atm
. taut be had studiously ignored all a vaiwes. laretening
Lot to make frienda. Il ,this be had
110C elitliSly elletreet1
The richest
e man in the 'county, Dr.
on. who
wail a gaud deul of u pa hi::: 1. +,1
taken a fancy to hint mei
1
swish rinse-Willing him at a.f 14111.1 11.14
tier. It with the meet impresaive tune
tical orikley had ever attended. and
Is even to thiuk of it still sent the cold
cline eoureiug clown his spies.
..- ..s nut atoruliser he had chanced _to_
seeeT D-i.-: Eiii-cary--Ou tbe.streei".-and the
doctor, who coeld always be trusted to
pay exeetly what be thought, had take.' blur to task for .1101 eaten. There
wet a PP1110011r1 Oakley SCAT doge
eu. 'Fbealloet s naitighear ' gat.returued frotu the east,
rumors evert. curreqt Weiseteliner ber
brainy and elegem*. • ainseeo elienlIna
se ere. affieretber twyoun Oakley', kelt.
Ilene ••e •••.. since some responsive courtesy este evidently expected of him, be
de ternoned to have ,J1 over .wItts at
noCt. lettered with (has idea, he weut
th his room after'Puppet to deed. As
he arrased himself for the ordeal be
olioneht to reekil a past. experience In
Iliac with the present. Barring the retwat tinnier. his most ambitious wend,
experiment lad been a brakeman's
bait In Denver years before when be
was conductor on a freight.
It woe stileraluing, a discouragingly
persieleot grizzle. when Oakes" left
his hotel and writei froth' theeplibile
square sato:Main street. This Main
streot wan never an icipatinn. thoruueldnris awl a week of steady-downpour made It from met) to curb a river
of quaking mud. -It was lit at long intereals lay flickering gas tansies that
glow -'l like eerpuieut Beadles In the
nesty elarkuees, beeturth the- dripping L.
W It
melee loweelm. As in the Case of most SO Wag
western town*. Antioch had known Nag no
dreoum of greatness;'dreams which Waite to
Ind not been realized. It stood stock
cam
still in all its raw, ugly yqutb, with the
ranith
,a
rifted angularity its founders had im- I He hal
possel upon it wbeu they hacked and flsi With:
bowed a spot for It iwthe pine wood,-. 4odreee0
whose stunted second growth encircled
icuistsed
It oti every side.
was
The Emory home had note been a
with
furinhousse of the better line.. earle .R
w It
Moe m
m. Th
trees
1 ye tjr
•etithu
'
tlrete
etul
welt

ai

"m17110114

hopelesel denim on those
had been pegwhich
r. It seemed to her that
accomplishment, as she
hem. hart found no team
The practical quality in
at every turn of the
HP appeared to hunger
eto and the harder these
he better be liked them.
I in more glaring ways.
Intense, and his speech
nd precise, as if be were
to his grammar, as, In-

was vaguely aware that
getting an. anal the strain
dawned upon him that
her sort, that where he
eel else *as quite alien.
with interests be eonkl
end,. but which gave him
of inferiority.
moderately well leans:n*0e as, indeed, he had
to be, but her manner was
rob him of undue _pride.
accustomed to Wag trolled Indifferent% and geese*
sited himself ragentrully
nen that he had Dever
neha "girl. Abe fatieleated
rm of ger premiere/diemnly create and mitlegy a
heantlful. With generous
he net to wort te be enThen a realization of the
tat poverty in which he
t upon him for the first
longed for some light arid
*entre
nt with which to bridge
4the
ape between the' stubborn
heights of him professional erudition,
Re wits profoundly weenie., on rates,
gredes, ballast. motive poker and rolling stock, hut this solid information
was of no avail. He could on meassion
talk to a swearing sea-ti
with a
relevance and a brogue Ii
way to
make that man his &lend or e lie
in
• also apossessee the nappy
ft
!miring hie suhoedinates
Lea US
•tJsensp of dnty, but his q(•' regime
nillties numben his hi olties and left
him • bankrupt foe wo
The others gave him no assietance.
Mee. Emory, smiling and good humored, but silent, bent above her sewing.
She was not an acute person, and the
situation was lost noon her, while the
doeter took only the most casual part
-1/1"the conversances.
Oakley was wondering bow be could
Tome when the doe. tieS
rang. The doctor slipped from the parlor. When be returned lie- was not
alone. He was preceded by a dark
young men of one or two anal thirty.
This rola GrIfilth Ryder. the owner of
• Will tools want ot the office for milt- the Antioch Herald.*
thinp.Mtlif" .
"My dear." saki he, "Mr. Ryder."
ons addititine tad'Improvements gave Ryder shook hands with the two ladles
It au eir of wild and substantial com- and nodded carelessly to Oakley. Then,
fort unusual in a community where with an easy, carelesei otompleiteneette
the prevailing style onsechltecture was lounged down in tee chair at Miss
a square Wooden box built close to the Emmons relee.
templet and of a *arrow lot.
(To Be nontinned.)
The dodge himself answered Oak
ley's ring end led the way Into the parMoney in Friecce
lor after relieving nini of bilc hat anti •
La rge sully; of money are being
umbrella.
•
• "My wife you know, Mr Oakley. , distributed In San Frenetic* by the
Tins Ii tny daughter"
: sound ineurence competitive; which
Constanee Misery rove from her seat
ere
that smoldered on i have noir settled practically all of
before the weed
uhi fenkten. 4k011nk and their individual losses,
enne"

tl.r
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A woman giving the name of Et
meads', and St. Lou:s as her home
called on Mayoe I), A. Yeiser sweetday and asked eermiesien to open a
mart in the place formerly operated
by Rue Egg:mitten and • Which was
e'osed
Mayor Yeiser's on-prise knew
ao bounde, its en his expenseee- as
mayor of the city of Paducah no such
request had ever before been made
Chief qf Pollee James Collins who has
returned from Livingston county was
appealed to and he, too retnned.,
woman suggested that she return
beam and write relative to the conditions in -about a month.
UNIQUE ROIIIIEltit".
Store of .1. J. Ceibure Itoblwd, hot
Entered by 111sievege

Na

What was one of, if not the MOAt.
Peculiar robberies in the hIstoty of
Mayfield occurred Thursday 'night
when a robber or robbers stele two
fine god watches Item the show winnoIleci‘J...1..0161Wa'S Mewelreltsatone-0
the west side of court square. Mr
Osburn left the watches la the window. The glass is a fine, thick Witte
glass. In one corner the lower right
hand corner a small nick has been
broken out. The watches were more
1•5 inches froth the hole and the
than.
thief took a - bent wire and stuck it
through the bole and Mined the, watches to hirti.-nilaYnseld Monitor.
DR. 11R4K)KR HOaiOREI).

.sionith's Harvest.
Mr. John ie„.....CrItcheiow, o Aziel.
ess) a ns tee palm for any egetabe
sent, tp this ogre this
r
From
soul enetributed by the I moo- ate last
peens through the coin
Hon.
D.' H. Smith, who section Door front
the seeretary of snricultu re., Mr.
thltetrelow -rafted - a nionefer ra tsh
WAWA he wino us 134i Wien*
It nteaetired sixteen Inches long anal eighteen
and one-half inches in circunifersonce.
We refu•ed to weigh .it. beitevIna
creosotes.- trowel- dente+ oisessecurers-our scales.-Breckenridge Democrat.
ti-rteinly Hurd ho Kill.
"Bond." the Owenilmio negro who
claimed to be a spike enter and who
traveled With the West On-nivel, Is recovering from the snake bite he received here. "Bobo" was given% bottle of carbolic held by allitoctor for external application to the wound, lie
drank the inedieing !Instead. The doctor told bini he'd never die from a
snake bile if the acid Ann kill hint.
The poicon had nu ef(e von him.- - --. Conecience Dart /inn.
Mr. S. M. Harbison, the florist, entrr
recently greatly though sgreserb:y ate
prised to re. eive payinent-lp_r a._b.
witch had been outstanding for near .•
fourteen years from. a former petro•
whose conscienee hi, no doubt, heed.,
to hurt bine The debt was contract":
whi:e MY. Ra:rbifflOrkwas In the merest,
tie business In She:hyville.-- -Dance.
Advocate'

ALr. Pullet -...,..._,s._ I:1001. 4:110sra
Ar. Otbbs. Teas ... 4,uesa. 4:64aau
S;111poi .1.11ale

Sr.. tickom'

Lv. N

levee.- .... . flees

In. Memphis,,.,,. ......
10 Jocks*,
1..v it i TOP . A.

h.. Pultera......,....

kr. Pelesee
Lv,Peda
.
• Pstactilmsa

Newt, Whole Company/Deserts.
San Francisetr,' Aug. 3.-Eeporte
are being received by the onlitary authorities at the PvesIdlo Of the frequent desertion of troops stationed at
America* L. in_Washington. the
summer Military camp, where several
regiments of lite -National ()wird,and
regtests are stationed for instruellon.
The most notable instance of this Le lo
90mpany
the-Twenty-secondein71c1WEI.RY
Intery. At present only seven _men
wW,1 charm anti delight the
settooffteeis are left to eerree
me that Orn1
Judge of ne p
of tine company. When the
plus. R
Brooch.
Rhine,
ine, BrohSecond iStantry 'went int
mental Comb., Chains.
int) sixty - ea,
five men--enswk.d-to
A
call in Coni- Bracelet/I, rte.
Pany I. Since then fty-eight of the
Soldiers have dew
and creme, the
WATCHEIF--tg.
border' to Cana
sixty miles away,
where there are no extradition law, for Ladles anal Gentlemen. In gold
to cover desertion
silver or gunmetal, Cittersite Caws,
• Match BMWS, Cigar Cutter*, etc. An
•
Betreteesnew
•-so.-a'-of dainty ,4s'cus of silver for
Last Thursday evening the Minos- "Lady's" dressing table,
phere on South Third street seemed to
be filled with strange birds, which flitWARREN & toVARMMR.
ted around most vigorous:y. Several
parties made clone. examinatione atid
observed that the strange birds were
KILLTHE COUCH
covered with fur instead of feathers.
AN IS Cm!! T142 LUNCS
At Mrs. Baitty's boarding house a lot
of the boarders who Were sleeping
with the windows tip. were mystified
VIITH
ween something like a swarm of birds
fluttered Into the rOoms. Lamps were.
lighted and war was made On the
'pests, and 1" 4stie rOOttl thirty-seven
e4131H1PTION
Pries
r,er,ms and
SOc jai 00
were killed. Other residents were dive
Free Trial.
OLDS
tutted in a similar manner.--Ilanville
Sure'. and Ctuiekest Cure for nil
Herald
THL,JAT and LUNG DROSS
L3113, er ROMIelf SAM
debiredie Ear The Sm.
wiesemessemeneemenelialterelilinfieWee
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boll efesecre at Kest Cs- re mita Chieeao sleeper.
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Vet further tsturamencla sadden. J.
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WHEN
You Want Any

El. MIL
211.11.4.2.131J.....Z.Z.ZeLdb .
OA al e..0a.
o.. c.1 111,
1 4eNeraille
Potion
a g G. ',oat
)(salted.
Lenora. Mown Werev. ereardne Ole
ptiou .14Inseam
With even
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AMP

To PorAcK SNAG

Pitons 358-11

nesvUle

STEAM:Et. DICK posvixa
Leaves P-aducah for Cairo and way
landings at S a. m, sharp, daily ex, mot Sunday. Special ezeu
now in effect from Paditeals to
and return, with or a thout meals
music and table unstrassed
alikieroorn.. °led
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Paas. Agent. or
Given Fowler. city Pasa. Agent. at
Fowler-Ctumbaugif & Otis ogee.
Both phones No. 314.

SPEND YOUR VACATION
ON THE GREAT LAKFS
+
swans II+,
vantage..
can provide
het ere Int •
Throwerend basses.

14ACsetnAC D.ViSION
• tante Menden I•Saturders 9.)0 A 1.4
Alodays & T,undiers 1 00 P. IA.
DoIrsif 144,4dsr.& *sweets s 70 P. MO
•111•Inewelspi & Fridays P 304 M.
.11r Trips.pec week .rommetv-in g

June 11th

c<11:).
We have-the men who know
h4 to do yenr work just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.

Let us figure with you the
next time)on need any print- iisg-probaoly we can save
'yotr some money. We know
we can give von satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.

em4444164.4“, lenaner law este
• ...Moe IN•tootoy.111144•Abre.414itor.••4
,....•404.• hay. At Pi. Ivaco 44444Arestkmak
14,41. I, u.s & A. It. IA sr* SOO LIMO SO
ao.,”
inn* Siaseepele 4.4
5c4A. 14•44..
oarnorr • CLavaLseeo
criv.sion
10.10 P. M
Lee.* Dense tir's
•
S 10 A. le
Cme.Iaiad enty
Leen C 4.41And daily JO 15 P. to,
5 3$ A ss.
A-ro Dve•ot linty
ras asIp. 144.••• New& int sloniest ire
ingJely ewe Anna.
C a 1' LINE
Lei& 1alr norriai bftwee• Clev414.1.
145-4.4, AAA 1444.1.
SAAda two cen1 Atom. Cr 1,,Itrated Pernp•le. Ad,,..,:
A. •. &MIA!PTA, Mo.Pallet sad l' T. IL
5,-i
DET110fT & CLEVELANDNAV.CO.

IT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET (JONU'AMY.

• FOR TENN ESSER RIVER.

CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Tennewatse Rise,
Every W.ednesday at 4 p, m. •
A. W. WRIGHT
MOEN
IU)IU %SON .„.
This company is not responsible
for Invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk or the boat.

JUST
RECEIVED

NEW STATE HOTEL

A Special Shipment oi

NOTICE

the

13. A. Bailt7, Prop.

, METROPOLIS, ILL.

jAPAT4SE
Honey Suckle

PERFUME
Copy for next directory
Issue will close 1,uly 31,
1906.
All Qorrections must 'be
receind before this date.
This directory contains
the names and addremes of
over' -coo subscribers,
You are commercially lost
If your name is not listed.

East Tennessee
Telephone Co.

(Incorporated.)
and Paducah, Pattie&

(Daily ICU" Dt. Sunday.)
Steamers Jon Fowler &adhere/VI-1r
-"'Hopkins, leave Paducah to: E. awe
Mi. and way landiags at '1 a in.
ss Special excursion rate soireetef• teel`feeim Peducrah to Eninsvilie and
return, 'TAIL. helegantonusic oh the
boat. Tablevi*beeepassed.

0 41C TIME TABLE

Does all kinds of printing

MUD

1

Want it at Once

Sun Job Rooms

ROLR. PADOCIAIL Sea.

"COAST LINE

You Usually

THE

R. Ir. C..

EVANS% I LLE,
P 1DUCAJI
CAllt0 LINN.

Printing

r, of

•

offices'on tieOrid and
third floors of our building,' provided with
heat, water, lignt, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar officesdouble offices especially adapted for dentists.

.

7 ,Illeoa

.._.- , It 411pre
Sr. 14. Orli444..
IP ism 11: tepee .
N
*mad
11111
'Of
10e

Faceted lince-Preeicient of Anti-Tubers
(mimes floweete.

More sinallpot at Colon.
A dispatch received In Wrushine
ton yesterday by the isthmian- Canal '
Dr. J. (1. Brooks b
beenellected
OlLitni;s!oti announced two acklitiosviee presidetit of the Anti-Tuberculoal cases of smallpox at Colon. mak(
sis association of the United States,
Ing a total of thirty-seven cases.
and received word_to this effectester,
day afternoon. The society is a new
It Is not- always the man who
one but bas done much good since ornods his bead at everything the
ganization. It met July 21 at Atlanta.
preacher save who is doing most f -at
Ga., but on account of rusting busi- 1
•
ness, Dr. Brooks 'was uneble 'to at11111111.EAMP
tend, His reputation is widespread
and The election to the honorary °Moo
Is _appreciated by Dr. Brooks. The
out meeting will he held in Atla
City In lane, IA20

:Wpm
-• • • •

Ar. Rises

TO LET

grith other favorite French
and American Extras

Newest and best hotel In the city
Rates $2.00, Te large maniple
rooms. Bath coma.
lc
lignts. The 0c1i7 ce&Uyócatel
lhotel in the city.

. Casomoroisl Patron,' Ssplicited•

at

N'S
SMITH NAOEL 6RAUGHO
gathiee4b
Dna STORE
se. WM ool ems
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111111 L. !UM & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

TOTIT.

OWNERS OF WEEDS
TO BE PRESENTED

CENTRAL LABOR BODY
1AVOR OF P

Central
Unanimously adopted by
Labor Union of Psducah. Ky., in regular sesson assembled, this the 2nd
413__Of A ilgolite_A._ Pee_1444,..
Signed) Central Labor Union.
•
By L. B. I.ANOSTON,
Acting President of C. L. U.
Judge
H4RY GARRC/141..
Attest;

.s,
4
•04
,

Puryear Promises to
Support Health lioard.

Endorses Public Spirited Stand of the
Present General Council on
All Issues. •

RIv-

Arm vs

lteleit*ra firer* Stone Keeper leith
It. arrene, Hut elayu He Well
•
eine Nest,

•st

MAYOR YEISER'S COURSE APPROVED
•

River etage.s.
18.8
•
9.5
Cifttiart°tatitfta
'
10:5
Cincineeti
v
Evansville
.11t6
5.0
Florence .
•11.0
JohnacinvIlla
4.5
Louisville
9.0
Mt. Clerniel
12.e
Nashville
5.3
PIttsburg
2.6
Davis Island pans
e1.1
St Louts
1.4
Mt. Vernon
141.6
Paducah

•!.

0.9
4.5
e.4
0.7
0.5
4.5
:0.1
0.1
.0.0
lee
4.5
.0.3
0.6
0.8

rise
fail
fall
He*
fall
tall
fall
rise
fall
fall
rise
rise
rise

AND TALKS ABOUT SANITATION:
•
Warrant* will be Inure today for
persons, who do not keep the weeds
rut on their premises. This is the
ultimatum of -Pollee Judge Puryear.
He made this announcement during the trial of Louis Cagoral, ()reek
Pneentietor of a soda fountain anti
fruit 'stand, who was arrested for
breach of ordinance. He left the case
open to give the Greek a etillne to
comply -with the law.
"I will leave this case open until I
see what disposition you intend to
ake of the matter," Jedge Puryear
:- It you clean Hp, all right. Other:who, I shall assess a fine against
you.
"Now I want to make a few remarks on sanitatten. I think that the
nest sanitation should tie rueeutaineel
and'I shall do my joefi in
rfeefing
it, I intend to !Ague warrant today
for persons .Weeti have failed o cut
wreda and el n up their pr mixes
lite board orhealth will be del
n my po r in their work
d vrtit
1 win-give you a chance ai this, 11,,
111112 ease I have hart t pass on,
will nor be so lenlefr4lth the tte.
iffiall tine the next to the full.'.extent of the lawee--e
Caporal had a broAen pipe leading
front the sink and water ran on thr
back lot on Broadway neat' Fount,
street. The evidence showed he wee
not to blame.
.A

Kees for a downtown park to tate be Is their midst by older people, and
to the "red 'light" district on Kea; to say there is "not one with a pure
tueky :entity are favored by the Clete moral sense". would be a slander on
teal Leber enien, which last night every good institution in the city.
adopted, relohitions endoreing the
Resolved third, That this body enPeeps taken Ie the betted of park rem- dorses to the letter the steps taken le
missioners„
Our board of park eomnitsaioners In
Action of the several council to its tbelf effort to give our city a cheek:toe
serlee
non-parttime but oouraeeotte. •nd
beautiful park*: that it is
da
spirited stand, on air questions, but of this body -that, &teak! boa 1
especial:1 ILI regard to the thorough It ,practiratee, we -diTt.ire to u e II,
The river fell 0.8 in the last et
investigation made before granting ea- all melee, that a park 'he made of the
re the gauge registering a stage
loonliewassa, is approved.
"Red Light" distrieteelberebY levies at 10.6 this morning. Last A
1(6301' T•isor's positioo aleoiv Pa- to our city a larmrTeensially locateel the lame falling condition obtained.
Paducah of bet though the river rose toward the
dorlymi. and the attitude of Ow ueeee park and ridding
in regard to ;egret on the adminis- int11111111t alliallaa011. and instead of the last of the month. As the river is
•
numerous house., of shame and de- more or less regular In its hat)!
a
tration fully let forth
beachery, where murderers lurk, anti rise may be expected this ipontb4 be.
The 'Rossano OM.
Tlue resoluttOno which were adopt -'d which the better element. of our peo sinning about the middle of the
p:e are forced to endure and little
are as fellows:
otith or coon afterwarde .At present
Padzesh, Ky., Aug. 2, 11,04.. school children are forced to pass Or
e fall Is general. Business 14 good.
The Central Labor Union 4 the city their way to and froniete1001 and wit
The Kentucky arrived this. mornof Paducah, "corneae/id of the vetoes saw and hear all kinds of degrading ing at 6 o'clock from the Te eases
euborcitaate unities of the city after and demoralising acts and language, with a big load of lumber, catt and
watching the trend of affairs politi- we will have a p:s. whereeell who peanut
ad left' for Joppa to dell
cally, morally and otherwise with may !thence to go est, sit In the shade freight.Maturdiy evening at
patience foe years Peet, deem It &d- among beautiful lowers sled gainer! o'clock ,the Kentucky will leave iVou
yable to mak, known to the entitle and rest tired -nature. We\- esire to the return trip to the Tennessee die
(where gle laboring clam of Paducah's lend to the board our moral $tId fines- Sr.
demean are to be, or should be found cial tememort insofar as it Is in out
The Joe Fowler arrived from EvUpon questlens la *bleb their intermit power.
ansville today and left immediately
Fteso:yed fourth, That Ae have I. on (be reture trip.
is effected. Therefor, this body see.
.
It to peas and canoe to be recorded our ratite a Oomtnerclal rrub that hes
The gasoline boat Henry F. Kath
ogee Its' minute. book the following and its-doing a great Work for the up
on ere dry docks for repairs.'The
buieling 01 the commercial enter- Kath is owned by a pearl fisher of
• resolutions to-wit:
Resolved Met, That as we, the prises of our beautlf.:1 little city, and the same hame who hunts pearls In
members of organized labor et the city in which we are esMntially"Interested the Wabash river.
11ARRIAGE OVER RIVER.
of Paducah, are in the majority it the and that. we :end this c:ub ever,' asThe City of Savannah will leave
Pelle 'and in • sense are, and of _eget sistance in our power, morally, finan- St. Louis tomorrow evening for the
should he held accountable for the cially and othorwle4f, This club now round trip to the Tennessee river, ar- Thee. Couples linked by Magi.tntte
arts to a certain degree, of the men has on es'et buttons. the- proceeds of riving here Monday.
who are **acted, and the enfereemeat which are to iw exeended in adrertieThe leek Fowler got away on time
Of our laws, we bete and now endorse ing Padtteab and IR rtsons we the- this moraine with a fair trip to Cailiagititrate Thon;itiggett, of Mc;
In
t;Aor ro
sire every member of Alentaed,
the action of our present council,
tropolls, expellentlittle spurt in
and way points and will be due
a,
vegetating tose degree the trey dives. In tb* city to procure one orere of return tonight at o'clock- . et
Illitrilnoulal 4..tg-T-Tosrday
sometimesth seise or thgse beton. and 'thereby ildla -111'
The City of Saltillo will arrive this morning. Ha reports
e followhave existed In Paducah. We alse ea- grand movement that *Ill eventually out of the Tennessee river Saturday ing marriages! Mr. R. A. MeChord
dome' the actions of our present tneeor redonod to every working man's Is- night op the return trip to
St to bfre . Myrtle Atkinson, Mr, WI
barge of his duties as our tereat . Lea."redeem& gley tbonsande Lonis
barn House te tefies Mary WoodwAr
#
tire, deny the charge that he our motto, quit knocking and all
chief ex
all of chili city. The brides
up by a dirty crowd, AP make one long pull to Make Padecah
be is beck
ter;
r House- is a well-kn
Official Forecast*.
ajorfty of votes at the, the best town in tbe state.
be reeelved a
Man for the Cemberland Telep, .ne
Mt.
The
at
Evansville
and
Ohio
Resolved fleb, that ftom a nonpoles when 01. led: for we do ser beVernon will continue f- Mug during company, and Mr. MeChord a elllieve a majorite of voterr in the ei0 partisan standpoint we endorse tee
This .mo ning
the
next 24 t 36 hot., s. At Paduea known mechanic.
Immoral men, and dlezottnee any and east record of our present general
Judge Liggett married, Mr. Bert
and
Cale*,
will
oonenne
falling
due
'all attacks that have been made upon council in most all qietelens that
Keeling to hike Cheille Loft., , of
ing the next several dam
bim without foundation and woted have been acted upon by this honorCalvert City, andMr. Char12 *rank The
Tennessee
at
Florence,
will
Suggest to those who spend the:r time able body of representative men, and
dee slightly daring the next 36 Ha to Miss Arb lia Renee dr his eliY.
officers
upon
them
city
urge
the
great
need
of
our
in finding fault with
hours
At Johnsonville. not much
to turn their attention to tr%ing to more lights and better lielyte- more
CAGE ot4 OF ORDER.
change derIng the next 24 to 36
better
hypoand
extended
pewee.,
more
and
the
ont
weeding
end
save souls
1.
hours
ted
they
reconstlui
streetic
and
above
all
we
whether
crites from our churches.
The Mimeeeppi from Ghestet to Prisoner. Staff In Reeding .ancelireak
be paupers or good .paying members urge that each member of the general
Bearings egaine
Cairo,
will fate slightlr eluting the
of
epecial
pains
to
aid
our
wheel
council
take
the
ti
get their shou:ders
next 24 hours.
prosperity -and mid Mitred 'If retard- already good schools and make the
• The(county jell cage Is out of reing the progress of our city. We also school rystern of. Pacluceh second to
pair
again, but not to such an extent
made
the
state.
'recently
none
in
PITCRE
OP
JAPAN
deplore. an *Omit
that Ingress Is blocked. Prisoners
Resolved sixth, That we urge upon
from tho pulpit upon our chief of pogot too hot a-ad stuffed their bedllee, because of the fact that for years the couneemen to provide ways and How of National Success Urn to Reclothes bet wen the casing and the
WOW* UP the "Plain People."
he has served the peop'e of this city means to purchase the water works
cage. A the result, the cage became
taltbfally, and we do not believe there whet the time comes that we can seclogged
and the bearings gave wayhim
the
called
c:tie
same.
We
denounce
plan
of
dnty
Charles
Edward Russell prophebeen a tirne when
If was only by hardest coaxing that
what he was up and doing and if bui:dIng new water wotits as 4 petty sies as follows of Japan in the Augrevisnee gust installment of "Soldiers of the the cage was made to turn it all. It
tide proper aid was given him in the poAtical and 'personal
Good," In
Everybody's la thought that the cage will be ie
shape of evidence instead of suggee- scheme hat -bed up by a few sitie-hente Common
repali"within three days.
eons, there wou:d be -better resuita_ politit any, who are trying to trap the . Magazine:
laboring
men
on
the
itlea
of
municipal
That
we
greatly
second,
'"Of their strange exporiments the
Ftesolved
WEEKLY TOBACCO REPORT.
panese may make absolute dilate
deplore ce statement our daily news- ownership. We heartily believe I
li- Ar. When the strain begins of their
Following Is the tribute.) report in
papers se-credit to one of. our 01011 municipal ownership of public
wortbylivInee, and emphatically state teis when it is to the advantage ff the prodigious war expenditures their lineal:leads of Ed R. etitiller, easpeewe do 4o( and illinnot believe he made :nasses. But we do not beiit-e In whole house may fall upon their tor:
Week ending August 3, 1.4406:
the Ift'attenent as given pub1catjon paying a east ar-munt of rho ey for heads. But at least nothing so far
cierteeply..etd_not, n_eta_witjer works, paying the interest In their career indicates such a re- Receipts week
207
and even if he did, be
Year ,
45::
mean it In the sense some of the pub- on .bonds to efteure tame sod on top sult aw proheble.
lic chore to take It. The statement of the whole, perhaps, pa) more for an
"For as' eamn waxes with us It" Offerings week
2447
ire question is: "There is sot a 16- Inferioe Water than we ate now paying wanes In Japan. As the democratic Yea r
8
year-old boy or ate In Paducah, who for pure water.
ideate- fade with us they become Rejection(
Resolved seventh.- That we cordially stronger -in "Japan. The measure of Fr. sampling
172
has a pure moral sent -Were
151
this Stateingent true' .oiri churches invite the business Interests of our"any nation's strength le the measure Pr. sales
fall- cityAn Ylm t orty_coming carnival dur243
in Jake p.st leans have been a
ofeleseeseneereety. The rise of Japes Saleseweek
our ing its pro res.s. And tlereiby aid .us had
3739
-eel or Wheels a farce and
kept exact pace with the rise of Teareece .
homes dirty dives.,...We desire to state Pa building a Maine for our organize- her plain people that work with their
•
l 1 in the bulldingi hands and hastemo-iiink end no staMonkey
that we do not believe there is I city -time -is w have al
Home on Gall)O.
public en pery rise( in our ray', tion, (he people thet In all lands and
on tee ?See of the glebe of wield POP-- of-ef
Tusla, I. T.,
g. 3.-- -Jeff, a pet
041143a that has" es, many pure and Lot ge make 'the interest of capital aft times are the sole source of power inonkey, owned
a local Petit
rea:if
as
gentlemen
mutual
Interest
it
as
and labor a
noble yOung ladies and
dealer, Creaked a se
and progress,"
on today by
Padueah, and has. as few who Gee Ta1 all pull together in' the uvbuilding
breaking its chein and *punting a
pate and lead !tees' of shame. The of Our commercial, educational 'tend
No girl who has a small. brother riderless; horse and ritilnietbr"ough
youlig people of Paducah should be Christian enterprise., and in the end ever greens toles inordinately vain.
the city at breakneck speed. ,The
congrateletel. rather titan denounced both capital and labor will have been
A man tit mixed honesty la about horse ran two miles with the monied' r;
benefited, and Paducah sill as good as len egg or mixed antiquIty before being caught.
as lintismra:," when we, consider the materially:
amount of corruption- that Is caused to righteously he the "Pride of the Per-

'Ni

:11

Police Warned of an Indian Raid;
Six Well Known Men to be Adopted
• '4

7

The Otego tribe of Red Men will notice has been left at the pollee
meet tonight for the purpose of lni- headquarters mil the residents in
the neighborhood of the hale for a
prominent candidates. I
tisUng TIT
ratline of two squares have been also
through
all
three'
put
They will be
notified. On several oreasiona the Indegrees, The applieantit are City edition of applicant
by tie Red
Prosecuting Attorney. Thomas Hare- Men have caused
xt to a panic It
soil, Representative Lize.ts P. Head, resembles a r ttlar battle and
Demote Sheriff Humtpgilvie, Depu screams and gmo nit that would maks
ty Sheriff This 1166011: Deputy City a Cherokee Ind n ashamed of his
Jailer Joe Ptirehinss and Contracto: War cry are frier
eats of the
' George Gardner. 'lbs usual warning' Red Men itilUstlei
•

GREAT PACIFIC
SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY, AUG. 4
zo lbs. Grtnulateil Sugar. fl (e)
3 lbs. tee Coffee
•
40c
lb. bitted Tea
25c
I lb, Green Tea.
.
25c
3 bars Witch 14.zel Sesp
20c
Fait s Grated Piceapple a for Sec
SIngarmre Chunk Pineapple 1ee
Silted Pineapple. per can
10c
2 cans Clover L,taf Salmon
eec
Fl.keokg• Flaratega
25c
4 'he. Soda Crackers
2k

3 lbs. best Ginger Snaps....-.. 90c
Ise botee tA Teaola .
8•
(beryl'. Lemon or Orsage
Phosphate':
90
Q*.ittir Oat., 3 pegs
251
Royal Seal 0.1e, s pkgs
eoc
Egg 0 See, pkg
9
30 nonce can of Cream..
9c
25 lbs. Ice Cretin Salt,
29c
a pkgs. Ica Cream Powder
23"
a peas. Jello
15c
fttc. pkgs. Gelatine
21c

GREAT PACIFIC TEA 4 COFFEE CO.
Old Phone 11750_,,---/

333 Broadway

NOW !hone 1176

it

4•••••
"
44

it,
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OUTING MOIDeL

0 [FOURTH

Or ON\ ALL ODD

TROUSERS

• uy _a Pair and Make an Old Sufi New
HIS sale is p,-obably- aWaiticl With more interest
than atiy of our money-saving cut price sales,
with the exception of the suit sale, as the economical
dressers recognize the opportunities it affords of
making a new suit out of an old on; by the addition
of a pair of odd tr9users. The irou4ers usually wear
out long before the coat to a suit seems worn, and the
addition of a nesw pair renews the suit.
In this sale we have put on all of our odd trousers, and there are just any number of most excellent
bargains in the lot-.-the famous Paragon trousers being among them.
$10.00' Men's Trousers
now
$8 00 Men's Trousers
now
$7.60 Men's Trousers
now ... .....
$6.00 Men's Trousers
now

S7150
•

6;00
''
I.63
4g50

$5 00 Mep's Trouser& el 7E
now
_ihtsji
$4 00 Men's Trousers
$3 00 Men's Trousers
now
$2.00 Men's Trousers
nyw

3,00
2,25
1150

If you have a blue or black serge, a light pair of
-trousers are just the thing to tone up the suit.

One-Half Price Sale of Three
Piece S'uitps Continues in Force
It occasioned a great rush, as it should have, but,
we have added some more choice patterns to the' lot
and will-continue it for a few dos longer. Suits we
sold for from $10 to $20 and $25 gb • in the sale at
HALF PRICE. Think of that just a minute and you
will take advantage of i
These suits can be worn
till. the frost flies---and then some. Can we sell you?
Cut
Prices
In all
Summer
Shoes
In Force
Now

.

1'

tn.)
SCONPIENI
I,.

409-40 BROADWAY.

Cut
Prices
In Fact
In
All OUT
Departmerits

.4

a

